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Introduction
The idea of this thesis moves from the article [19], in which a family of
polytopes, dubbed permutonestohedra, is described. These polytopes are
related to some important objects in algebra, combinatorics and geometry:
root systems, Weyl groups, building sets and nested sets, compactifications
of configuration spaces.
In Chapter 1 we start recalling the definitions of nested sets and building
sets.
These combinatorial objects appeared in the study of configuration spaces,
first in Fulton and MacPherson’s paper [17], then, with more generality, in De
Concini and Procesi’s papers on wonderful models of subspace arrangements
(see [7], [8]).
After De Concini and Procesi’s papers, nested sets and building sets have
been connected with several combinatorial problems. For instance in [15]
building sets and nested sets were defined in the more general context of
meet-semilattices, and in [9] the connection with Dowling lattices was inves-
tigated. Other purely combinatorial definitions led to the construction of
some polytopes, dubbed nestohedra. These have been extensively studied in
[26], [27], [31], and in several other papers, due to the interest of nested sets
complexes in combinatorics and geometry (see for instance [16] for applica-
tions to tropical geometry).
In Section 1.2 we recall in a short way some important definitions and
theorems about root systems.
In Section 1.3 we consider root arrangements, i.e. arrangements given
in an euclidean space by the hyperplanes orthogonal to the roots of a root
system. Then, given a root arrangement Φ and a building set G associated
to it, we show how to construct a polytope (a nestohedron) that lies in the
fundamental chamber of the root arrangement: its face poset, ordered by
reverse inclusion, coincides with the nested set poset associated to Φ and
G. We remark that a famous example of nestohedron is provided by the
Stasheff’s associahedron.
To conclude this chapter, in Section 1.4 we give another construction
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of the Stasheff’s associahedron. This construction is a particular case of the
construction of graph associahedra presented by Devadoss in [12] and by Carr
and Devadoss in [4]. We then explain the relation between nested sets and
tubings of a graph.
In Chapter 2 we show how, once a root system Φ and a building set G
associated to it are given, we can construct the permutonestohedron PG(Φ).
Furthermore, following [19], we will describe its face poset and compute its
automorphism group, showing its connection with the automorphism group
of the root system Φ.
The permutonestohedron has these main combinatorial and algebraic
properties:
• some of the facets of PG(Φ) lie inside the chambers of the arrangement;
the facet that lies in the fundamental chamber is the nestohedron PGfund
constructed in Chapter 1, and in the other chambers we find the images
of PGfund by the action of the Weyl group W . The convex hull of all
these facets is the full permutonestohedron;
• if Φ = An and G is the minimal building set associated to Φ, the per-
mutonestohedron is a realization of Kapranov’s permutoassociahedron
(see [24]). This is a polytope that is a “hybrid” between Stasheff’s
associahedron and the classical permutohedron, since its vertices cor-
respond to all the possible parenthesizations of all the possible ordered
lists of n variables. It was introduced by Kapranov in connection with
the study of associativity and commutativity in monodical categories.
As we know from Chapter 1, once Φ is fixed, the nestohedron which lies
inside the fundamental chamber depends on the building set G. For instance,
if Φ is An, Bn or Cn and G is the minimal building set, the nestohedron is a
(n− 1)-dimensional Stasheff’s associahedron; if Φ is the root system of type
Dn and G is the minimal building set, the nestohedron is a graph associa-
hedron of type D. For any n-dimensional root system, if G is the maximal
building set, the nestohedron is a (n− 1)-dimensional permutohedron (so in
this case the permutonestohedron could be called ‘permutopermutohedron’).
In Section 2.3 we describe the group Aut(PG(Φ)). We notice that the
group Aut(Φ) is a subgroup of the group Aut(PG(Φ)) and that they coincide if
Aut(Φ) leaves invariant the set of the nestohedra and if G is Aut(Φ) invariant.
The last section of Chapter 2 is devoted to counting the faces of the
minimal and maximal permutonestohedra of type An: in this computation
Catalan numbers and Kirkman-Cayley dissection numbers appear.
In Chapter 3 we come back to nestohedra to describe some special actions
of the symmetric group.
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In Section 3.1 we describe the extended action of the symmetric group
Sn+1 on nested sets in the case of root systems of type An−1, as presented in
[19] and in [3].
We then show another different extension of the natural Sn action on
nested sets associated with root systems of type An−1: due to the bijection
between lists with parenthesizations and rooted labelled graphs described in
[20] (see also [14]), it is possible to have an Sn+k−1 action on the set of nested
sets with cardinality k. This action is presented in Section 3.2.
In Section ?? we focus on the root systems of type Bn: we describe,
using the antilexicographic order presented by Erdo¨s and Sze´kely in [14], a
bijective correspondence between nested sets with k elements and certain
signed partitions of the set {0, 1, ..., n+ k − 1} into k parts.
We conclude this chapter by showing in Section 3.4 how the above men-
tioned bijective correspondences allow us to obtain quickly the formula for
the series that encodes the numbers of s-dimensional faces of the Stasheff’s
associahedra.
In Chapter 4 we shortly recall the construction of two different manifolds
associated to a root system Φ and to a building set G: the De Concini and
Procesi wonderful model YG and the spherical models CYG. Then in Section
4.3 we show how the combinatorial computation on Stasheff’s associahedra
allows us to compute the Euler characteristic for the manifold YG.
Two appendices conclude this thesis. In Appendix A we describe the
algorithm we wrote to produce hyperplane equations for the examples in
Section 2.4; in Appendix B we describe the process used to produce a 3D
printing of two different permutonestohedra. At the beginning it was very
difficult to produce a good printing and with one of these experiments we
created a design lamp.

Chapter 1
Construction of nestohedra
1.1 Nested sets and nestohedra
In this section we recall two definitions of nested sets and building sets.
These combinatorial objects appeared in the study of configuration spaces,
first in Fulton and MacPherson’s paper [17], then with more generality in De
Concini and Procesi’s papers on wonderful models of subspace arrangements
(see [7], [8]).
After De Concini and Procesi’s papers, nested sets and building sets have
been connected with several combinatorial problems. One can see for instance
[15], where building sets and nested sets were defined in the more general con-
text of meet-semilattices, and [9] where the connection with Dowling lattices
was investigated. Other purely combinatorial definitions led to the construc-
tion of some polytopes, dubbed nestohedra. These have been extensively
studied in [26], [27], [31] and in several other papers, due to the interest of
nested sets complexes in combinatorics and geometry (see for instance [16]
for applications to tropical geometry and [5] for applications to the study of
Dahmen-Micchelli modules).
We start by recalling the purely combinatorial definitions of nested sets
and building sets, as they appear in section 7 of Postnikov [26].
Let A = {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Definition 1.1. A building set B of A is a set of subsets of A, such that
1. ∀A1, A2 ∈ B, if A1 ∩ A2 6= ∅, then A1 ∪ A2 ∈ B;
2. ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, the set {i} ∈ B.
Definition 1.2. Let S ⊂ B, with B building set. S is called (B)-nested set
if and only if:
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1. for any I, J ∈ S, we have either I ⊂ J or J ⊂ I or I ∩ J = ∅;
2. if {J1, J2, . . . , Jk}, (k ≥ 2) are elements of S pairwise non comparable
with respect to inclusion, the union is not in B;
3. S contains all the sets of B that are maximal with respect to inclusion.
Example 1. A = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. A building set B for A is, for example,
{{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {4, 5}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}}. A nested set for B is:
{{1, 2}, {1, 2, 3}, {4, 5}, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}}
while {{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}} is not nested because the union of {1, 2}
and {2, 3} belongs to B.
Remark 1. A set S is not nested when two elements in it have non empty
intersection.
We observe that, given a building set B as before, the set of all the nested
sets associated to B, ordered by inclusion, is a poset, called the nested
set complex associated to B. We are now ready to give the definition of
nestohedron:
Definition 1.3. Given a building set B as before, a nestohedron associated
to B is a polytope PB whose face poset, ordered by reverse inclusion, is
isomorphic to the nested set complex associated to B.
An example of nestohedron is provided by the Stasheff’s associahedron,
as we will see more in detail in Section 1.4.1.
Several constructions of nestohedra can be found in the literature, for
instance in [29] (the associahedron), [4], [11], [13], [25], [26], [27], [31].
We recall now the original “geometric” definitions of building and nested
sets as they were introduced for the first time by De Concini and Procesi in
[7] and [8].
In an Euclidean space V , let us consider a central line arrangement A .
Its closure under the sum is denoted by CA . We consider also the hyperplane
arrangement A ⊥ = {A⊥|A ∈ A }.
Definition 1.4. The collection of subspaces G ∈ CA is called building set
associated to A if A ⊂ G and every element C of CA is the direct sum
C = G1⊕G2⊕· · ·⊕Gk, where the Gi’s are the maximal elements of G which
are contained in C. This is called G−decomposition of C.
Definition 1.5. Let G be a building set associated to A . A subset S ⊂ G
is called a G− nested set if, given a subset {U1, U2, . . . , Uh} (with h > 1) of
pairwise non comparable elements of S, then U1 + U2 + · · ·+ Uh 6∈ G.
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Example 2. Let us consider R5 with the standard base. In this space we
consider the subspaces G, such that G⊥ can be described in the following
way. There exists a subset I ⊂ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, } with |I| ≥ 2 such that
G⊥ = {x¯ ∈ R5 | xi = xj, ∀i, j ∈ I}.
It is easy to check that the set given by all these subspaces G is a build-
ing set according to Definition 1.4. We can associate to every G its corre-
sponding subset I ⊂ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, }. Therefore a nested set in the sense of
Definition 1.5 corresponds to giving a set S of subsets of {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} such
that {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} ∈ S and, if A and B ∈ S, the only possibility for them are:
• A ∩B = ∅;
• A ⊂ B;
• B ⊂ A;
Remark 2. Given a hyperplane arrangement, there are several geometric
building sets associated to it (see [7]). Among them there is the minimum,
which is the building set of irreducibles, which will be defined in section
1.3, and a maximum, which is CA . They are maximum and minimum with
respect to inclusion.
Most of this thesis will focus on this geometrical definitions of building set
and nested set in the special case when the hyperplane arrangement is a root
arrangement, i.e. it is the hyperplane arrangement associated with a root
system. In Section 1.3 we will explain, in this setting of root arrangements,
the connection between the geometric and the combinatorial definitions of
building sets and nested sets. Furthermore given a root system and a ge-
ometric building set associated to it, we will construct, according to [19],
some polytopes that are nestohedra in the sense of the purely combinatorial
Definitions 1.1 and 1.2.
1.2 Root systems
This section is devoted to a short introduction to root systems. There will
be no proofs of lemmas and theorems. The reader can find information on
this topic, for example, in Humphreys [23] (chapter 3).
In an Euclidean space V , let us consider reflections, which are linear
transformations which send a non zero vector α, orthogonal to an hyperplane
Pα, into −α and leave pointwise fixed that hyperplane. This hyperplane is
the one which respects Pα = {β ∈ V |(β, α) = 0}.
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We can also write the relation for the reflection σα:
σα(β) = β − 2(β, α)
(α, α)
α
and we put 2(β,α)
(α,α)
= 〈β, α〉, linear only in the first variable.
Definition 1.6. A subset Φ of an Euclidean space V is called root system
if the following axioms are satisfied:
1. Φ is finite, spans V and does not contain 0;
2. if α ∈ Φ, its only multiples in Φ are ±α;
3. if α ∈ Φ, the reflection σα leaves Φ invariant;
4. if α, β ∈ Φ, then 〈α, β〉 ∈ Z.
The last axiom limits the possible angles θ occurring between pairs of
roots because the cosine between α and β is given by ‖α‖‖β‖ cos θ = (α, β)
〈α, β〉 〈β, α〉 θ ‖β‖2/‖α‖2
0 0 pi/2 undetermined
1 1 pi/3 1
-1 -1 2pi/3 1
1 2 pi/4 2
-1 -2 3pi/4 2
1 3 pi/5 3
-1 -3 5pi/5 3
Table 1.1: Only possibilities for θ when α 6= β and ‖β‖ ≥ ‖α‖.
If we have two roots α, β in Φ and we know (α, β), we can find all the
other roots in Φ using the following Lemma.
Lemma 1.7. Let α, β ∈ Φ non proportional roots. If (α, β) > 0 (the angle
between them is strictly acute), then α−β is a root. If (α, β) < 0, then α+β
is a root.
In Φ we can also define a base as follows:
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Definition 1.8. ∆ in Φ is a base if:
1. ∆ is a base for V ;
2. every root β can be written as
∑
α∈∆ kαα, where the α ∈ ∆ and kα are
all non negative or non positive integers.
The roots in ∆ are called simple roots and the expression for β is unique.
If β =
∑
kαα and kα are non negative, then we write β ∈ Φ+, the set of
positive roots and we write β  0. If kα are all non positive, then β ∈ Φ−,
the set of negative roots and we write β ≺ 0. ∆ defines a partial order
on V , according with the relation just described. Given two roots, α, β ∈ ∆,
then α ≺ β if β − α is a sum of simple roots or α = β.
From now on, the cardinality of ∆ will be denoted by n.
Example 3. Examples of bases of root systems which are important for this
thesis are An, Bn and Cn. Here are the two-dimensional examples A2 and B2
α
β
(a)
β
α
(b)
Figure 1.1: (a) the root system of type A2; (b) the root system of type B2.
where α and β are the elements of the base ∆. The angle between them is
obtuse and other elements of Φ+ are obtained as in Definition 1.8.
The angles between two elements of a base are obtuse. The reason of this
is explained in Lemma 1.9.
Lemma 1.9. If ∆ is a base of Φ, then (α, β) ≤ 0 for α 6= β ∈ ∆ and α− β
is not a root.
Lemma 1.10. Let α be simple. Then σα permutes the positive roots other
than α.
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Corollary 1.11. Set δ = 1
2
∑
β then σαδ = δ − α ∀α ∈ β.
Let γ ∈ Φ+. If it can be written as γ = α1 + α2 with αi ∈ ∆, then it is
called decomposable.
V is divided into connected regions by the hyperplanes Pα, with α ∈ Φ+.
These regions are called open Weyl chambers. If α ∈ ∆ the chamber
delimited by Pα,∀α ∈ ∆, is called the fundamental Weyl chamber and
it is denoted by C(∆).
Example 4. Here is an example of fundamental Weyl chamber in case A2:
Pβ
Pα
α
β
Figure 1.2: The dashed-lines are the hyperplanes orthogonal to the roots,
and the fundamental Weyl chamber is the orange one.
Definition 1.12. The groupW , subgroup of GL(V ), generated by σα,∀α ∈
Φ, is called Weyl group.
W acts on Weyl chambers and on bases. Its action is explained by the
following Theorem:
Theorem 1.13. Let ∆ be a base of Φ.
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1. if γ ∈ V and γ is regular (i.e. γ ∈ V − ⋃Pα with α ∈ Φ+), there
exists σ ∈ W such that (σ(γ), α) > 0,∀α ∈ ∆ (transitive action of W
on Weyl chambers);
2. if ∆′ is another base of Φ, then σ(∆′) = ∆ for some σ ∈ W (transitive
action of W on bases);
3. if α is any root, there exists σ ∈ W such that σ(α) ∈ ∆;
4. W is generated by the σα(α ∈ ∆);
5. if σ(∆) = ∆, σ ∈ W, then σ = 1 (W acts simply transitively on the
bases).
Definition 1.14. A root system Φ is called irreducible if it cannot be
partitioned into two or more proper subsets such that each root in one subset
is orthogonal to each root in the others. If it can be partitioned in this way,
it is called reducible.
Remark 3. Φ is irreducible if and only if its base ∆ cannot be partitioned in
the way explained in the previous definition.
Example 5. A two-dimensional example of a reducible root system is A1×
A1.
α1
α2
Figure 1.3: The base of the root system A1 ×A1.
The following Lemma is written in Bourbaki [1]:
Lemma 1.15. If Φ is irreducible. Relative to the partial ordering ≺, there
is a unique maximal root α˜ =
∑n
i=1 kiαi, with α ∈ ∆ and all kα > 0.
This root is such that:
1. for all roots
∑n
i=1 hiαi we have k1 ≥ h1, k2 ≥ h2,. . . , kn ≥ hn;
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2. α˜ ∈ C;
3. (α˜, α˜) ≥ (α′, α′) for all roots α′;
4. for all positive roots α′, (α′, α˜) = 0 or 1.
The following Lemmas deal with the action of W on irreducible root
systems:
Lemma 1.16. Let Φ be irreducible. Then W acts irreducibly on V and in
particular the W-orbit of a root α spans V .
Lemma 1.17. Let Φ be irreducible. Then at most two roots lengths occur in
Φ and all roots of a given length are conjugated by W.
According to this Lemma, if Φ is irreducible, its roots can have all the
same length or they have two different lengths. In the second case, roots are
divided into long roots and short roots.
Example 6. A two-dimensional example of a root system with roots of two
different lengths is B2, as in Figure 1.1. In that picture, the short root is
denoted by α and the long root by β.
Lemma 1.18. Let Φ be irreducible, with two root lengths. Then the maximal
root is a long root.
A root system Φ can be described by a nonsingular matrix and a graph.
Let us introduce the matrix.
Definition 1.19. Fix an ordering {α1, . . . , αn} of the simple roots of Φ. The
Cartan matrix is the matrix (〈αi, αj〉) and its entries are called Cartan
integers.
Example 7. The following two-dimensional matrices are useful in this thesis:
A1 ×A1 =
(
2 0
0 2
)
; A2 =
(
2 −1
−1 2
)
; B2 =
(
2 −2
−1 2
)
See Humphreys p. 59 [23] for more details.
In the following proposition it is shown that the Cartan matrix of Φ
determines Φ up to isomorphism.
Proposition 1.20. Let Φ′ ⊂ E ′ be another root system, with base ∆′ =
{α1, . . . , αn}. If 〈αi, αj〉 = 〈α′i, α′j〉, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, then the bijection
αi 7→ α′i extends to an isomorphism φ : E → E ′ mapping Φ onto Φ′ and
satisfying 〈φ(α), φ(β)〉 = 〈α, β〉,∀α, β ∈ Φ.
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From the Cartan matrix it is possible to draw the Coxeter graph or the
Dynkin diagram.
Definition 1.21. A Coxeter graph is a graph with n vertices, labeled by
the simple roots αi. The αi and αj vertices are joined by 〈αi, αj〉〈αj, αi〉
edges.
This graph doesn’t tell anything about short and long simple roots, but
it determines the Weyl group completely.
Definition 1.22. If the i-th and j-th vertex are joined by two or three edges,
it is possible to draw an arrow from the long root to the short one. This is
called the Dynkin diagram.
Example 8. Here there are the Coxeter graphs of A1 ×A1, A2, B2.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1.4: (a) the Coxeter graph for the root system of type A1 × A1; (b)
the Coxeter graph for the root system of type A2; (c) the Coxeter graph for
the root system of type B2.
Remark 4. Since from the Dynkin diagram it is possible to construct the Car-
tan matrix, which describes the relation between pair of roots, it is possible
to construct the root system from the Dynkin diagram.
Another way to define an irreducible root system is the following:
Definition 1.23. A root system is irreducible if and only if its Coxeter
graph is connected.
Remark 5. If in general there are more then one connected components,
the Weyl group of Φ is the direct product of all the Weyl groups of the
components Φi of Φ.
Proposition 1.24. Φ decomposes uniquely as the union of the irreducible
root systems Φi, such that V = V1 ⊕ V2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vt, with Vi span of Φi.
Irreducible root systems have a finite number of different Dynkin diagrams
and are of a finite number of types, as explained in the Classification Theorem
below:
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Theorem 1.25. (Classification theorem) If Φ is an irreducible root sys-
tem of rank n, its Dynkin diagram is one of the following, with n vertices in
each case:
Figure 1.5: The Dynkin diagrams of all the types of irreducible root systems.
This picture comes from Humphreys p. 58, [23].
Let us now describe the group Aut(Φ).
Proposition 1.26. Given a fixed base ∆ of Φ, let Γ = {σ ∈ Aut(Φ)|σ(∆) =
∆}. Aut(Φ) is the semidirect product of Γ and W.
Proof. Γ is a subgroup of Aut(Φ) and, since W is a normal subgroup of
Aut(Φ), if τ ∈ Γ ∩W , then τ is the identity because W is simply transitive
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(see Theorem 1.13). If we take an element τ in Aut(Φ), then τ(∆) is another
base of Φ and there exists σ ∈ W such that στ(∆) = ∆ and then τ ∈ ΓW .
For all τ ∈ Aut(Φ) and all α, β ∈ Φ we have 〈α, β〉 = 〈τ(α), τ(β)〉 and
each τ ∈ Γ determines an automorphism of the Dynkin diagram of Φ. On
the other hand, each automorphism on the Dynkin diagram determines an
automorphism of Φ. Then Γ is the group of diagram automorphisms and it
contains automorphisms other than the identity only in cases in which there
is only a simple root length.
In the following table we give information on the number of simple roots
of Φ, on the structure and order of W and on Γ.
Type
Number of
positive roots
Order of W Structure of W Γ
An
(
n+1
2
)
(n+ 1)! Sn+1 Z/2Z, (n ≥ 2)
Bn, Cn n2 2nn! (Z/2Z)n o Sn 1
Dn n2 − n 2n−1n! (Z/2Z)n−1 o Sn
{
S3(n = 4)
Z/2Z(n > 4)
E6 36 27 · 34 · 5 Z/2Z
E7 63 210 · 34 · 5 · 7 1
E8 120 214 · 35 · 52 · 7 1
F4 24 27 · 32 1
G2 6 22 · 3 D6 1
Table 1.2: Root systems and Weyl groups
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1.3 Nestohedra
Let Φ be a root system in an Euclidean space V and let us consider its
associated root arrangement, i.e. the arrangement given by the hyperplanes
orthogonal to the roots.
Let G be a building set associated to this root arrangement, in the sense
of Definition 1.4. The poset of the G-nested sets (according to Definition 1.5)
ordered by inclusion, is denoted by N (G) and is called nested set complex.
Now we want to explain the connection between the geometric and the
combinatorial definition of building and nested set.
Definition 1.27. Gfund is the building set made by the subspaces in G
spanned by some subsets of the set of simple roots.
If we associate to A ∈ Gfund the set of indices of the simple roots contained
in it, we obtain a combinatorial building set, as described in Definition 1.1
and combinatorial nested sets, as in Definition 1.2. These nested sets form
the nested set complex N (Gfund). We recall that, according to the notation
introduced in Section 1.1, a nestohedron PGfund is a polytope whose face
poset, ordered by reverse inclusion, is isomorphic to N (Gfund).
We now start the description of a construction of PGfund following [19].
We begin by considering in the open fundamental chamber the vector
δ =
1
2
∑
α∈Φ+
α.
It can also be defined as
δ =
n∑
i=1
ωi (1.1)
where ωi are simple weights defined by:
2(αi, ωj)
(αi, αi)
= δij
(further information on weights can be found on Humphreys, chapter 3 [23]).
We also call CΦ the building set of all the subspaces that can be generated
as the span of the roots in Φ. FΦ is a building set of all the irreducible
subspaces in CΦ, i.e. FΦ is made by subspaces spanned by the irreducible
root subsystems of Φ, see Definition 1.14. They are the maximal and minimal
building sets of Φ.
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We denote by WA the group generated by σα, α ∈ Φ and with δα the
orthogonal projection of δ to A⊥. This projection is easy to compute: if we
define piA ∈ A as the semi-sum of all positive roots in A ∩ Φ, then
δA = δ − piA = δ − 1
2
∑
αi∈A∩Φ+
αi. (1.2)
Remark 6. Let I be the set of indices i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that αi ∈ A,
where A is an hyperplane in Gfund. Let J be the indices in the complement
of I, such that j ∈ J if and only if (αj, αi) < 0 and i ∈ I. Then
piA =
∑
i,s.t.αi∈A
ωi −
∑
j∈J
cjωj
with cj > 0. Then
δA =
∑
s∈1,2,...,n−I
bsωs
with bs ≥ 1.
The vectors δA are important because we are going to define selected
hyperplanes orthogonal to δ and δA. These hyperplanes will be the defining
hyperplanes of the nestohedron.
In order to define those hyperplanes, we have to introduce suitable lists.
First of all, consider B ⊂ A in Gfund of dimension i < j and piA and piB
defined as above. Let a be the maximal coefficient in piA and b the minimal
coefficient of piB, then
a
b
= RAB.
Definition 1.28. The maximal among RAB, with A and B as described, is
denoted by Rij.
Definition 1.29. A list of positive real numbers 1 < 2 < · · · < n = a is
suitable if, ∀i < 2, . . . , n,
i > 2R
i
i−1i−1. (1.3)
Before constructing the nestohedron PGfund , we have to introduce a lemma
on suitable lists which will be useful in proving theorems in this section.
Lemma 1.30. Let 1 < 2 < · · · < n = c be a suitable list of positive
numbers. Let B be a subspace of PGfund that can be expressed as a sum of
B1, B2, . . . , Br, (r > 1), subspaces in Gfund and let the sum be non redundant.
Then we have:
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dimB >
r∑
i=1
RBBidimBi
Proof. Let m = dimB. We notice that from the definition of Rij we have:
r∑
i=1
RmdimBipiBi m piB
where αmβ means that the difference α−β can be written as a non negative
linear combination of the simple roots. Let m − k be the maximum among
the dimensions of the Bi’s. Then r ≤ k + 1 due to the non-redundancy of
the Bi’s: every one of the Bi’s contains at least one simple root which is
not contained in the others. Now m > 2R
m
m−1m−1 by definition and then,
recursively, we obtain:
m > 2
kRmm−1R
m−1
m−2 . . . R
m−k+1
m−k m−k
Since Rmm−1R
m−1
m−2 . . . R
m−k+1
m−k ≤ Rmm−k and 2k ≤ k + 1 (when k ≤ 1), this
implies:
m > 2
kRmm−km−k ≤ (m− k)Rmm−km−k ≤ rRmm−km−k
The final inequality
rRmm−k ≤
r∑
i=1
RmdimBidimBi
is not straightforward.
Remark 7. Suitable lists may not be the only lists of numbers i that can be
used to construct nestohedra and then permutonestohedra.
After having defined this list of numbers, we can introduce the hyper-
planes that we need to construct the nestohedron.
Definition 1.31.
HV = {x ∈ V |(x, δ) = a} (1.4)
is orthogonal to δ and translated in a.
HSV is the closed half-space which contains the origin and whose bound-
ary is HV .
For every i = 1, 2, . . . , n, we call vi = HV ∩ 〈ωi〉, with ωi as described in
Equation 1.1. These vi lie on HV and their convex hull is a (n− 1)-simplex.
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Definition 1.32. ∀A ∈ Gfund − {V }, the hyperplane HA is the following:
HA = {x ∈ V |(x, δA) = a− dimA} (1.5)
and HSA is, similarly to HSV , the half-space, which contains the origin and
has HA as boundary.
Definition 1.33. Let B be a subspace in CΦfund −Gfund, generated by some
simple roots and let B = A1⊕A2⊕· · ·⊕Ak with A1, . . . , Ak G-decomposition,
then
HB = {x ∈ V |(x, δB) = a− dimA1 − dimA2 − · · · − dimAk} (1.6)
with δB = δ−
∑k
i=1 piαi . HSB is the half-space which contains the origin and
whose boundary is HB.
Now we can give a construction of PGfund , which is the nestohedron con-
structed inside the fundamental chamber, as described by Gaiffi in section 4
of [19]. This is a generalization of the construction of the Stasheff’s associa-
hedron, which will be explained later.
Another construction of Stasheff’s associahedron will be given in section
1.4.
Definition 1.34. We callvT the vector defined by
vT =
⋂
A∈T
HA (1.7)
where T is a subset of Gfund, containing V and of cardinality n, with the
property that the vectors {δA|A ∈ T} are linearly independent.
We can now state the theorem that explains how the above described
hyperplanes allow us to construct the nestohedron PGfund .
Theorem 1.35. The intersection of HV with all the half spaces HSA, for
A ∈ Gfund − V , is a realization of the nestohedron PGfund which lies in the
open fundamental chamber. Its vertices are the vectors vT , where T ranges
among the maximal nested sets in Gfund.
Remark 8. In this construction, we have a bijection between the faces of
dimension i and the nested sets of cardinality n− i containing V .
The proof of Theorem 1.35 is obtained by proving three propositions.
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Proposition 1.36. Let us consider T as in Definition 1.34. If T is not
nested, the vector vT does not belong to Gfund.
Proof. The vector vT can belong to the open fundamental chamber or not
and we want to prove that if it does not belong to the fundamental chamber,
then it does not belong to PGfund . Then we consider the case vT 6∈ PGfund .
If we write a vector x ∈ PGfund , x =
∑n
i=1 biωi, where ωi are simple weights.
Since x ∈ HS〈αi〉 ∀αi simple root in ∆, we have (x, pi〈αi〉) ≥ i > 0 and
bi > 0 ∀i.
The vector vT lies in the open fundamental chamber. Let B be a subspace
of Gfund that can be expressed as sum of B1, B2, . . . , Br, subspaces in T . Such
B exists since T is not nested. Now B = B1+B2+· · ·+Br is a non-redundant
sum (see Lemma 1.30).
Consider the case B 6∈ T . Since vT is in the open fundamental chamber,
it can be written as vT =
∑n
i=1 biωi, with bi > 0. If B ∈ T , we can impose
that (vT , piB) = dimB and (vT , piBi) = dimBi and we have
r∑
i=1
RdimBdimBipiBi m piB
with RdimBdimBi defined in 1.28. From this we deduce (vT ,
∑r
i=1R
dimB
dimBi
piBi) ≥
(vT , piB), which is a contradiction since, as described in Lemma 1.30, dimB >∑
RdimBdimBidimBi . Then B 6∈ T .
To conclude, we will show that vT 6∈ HSB.
HSB ∩HV = {x ∈ HV |(x, δB) < a− dimB} =
= {x ∈ HV |(x, δ − piB) ≤ a− dimB} =
= {x ∈ HV |(x, piB) ≥ dimB}.
As we observed before,
(vT , piB) ≤ (vT ,
r∑
i=1
RdimBdimBipiBi) =
r∑
i=1
RdimBdimBidimBi
and Lemma 1.30 implies (vT , piB) < dimB, which proves that vT 6∈ HSB and
it does not belong to PGfund .
Proposition 1.37. If T is a nested set of Gfund, the vectors {δA|A ∈ T} are
linearly independent. If T is a maximal nested set, the vectors {δA|A ∈ T}
are a basis of V and the vectors vT lie inside the fundamental chamber.
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Proof. If T is not a maximal nested set, it can be completed to a maximal
nested set, this is the reason we prove the proposition only for this second
case. Let T be a maximal nested set (V ∈ T ). We already know that
{δA|A ∈ T} are linearly independent vectors if and only if {piA|A ∈ T} are
linearly independent.
Now we suppose they are non linearly independent, then exists a minimal
set C ∈ T such that {piD|D ∈ T,D ⊂ C} are non linearly independent. Since
C is minimal and T is nested,
piC =
∑
D∈T,D(C
γDpiD
and this is a contradiction, since exists a simple root αi ∈ C, αi 6∈ D such
that its coefficient γi is > 0 in piC and is equal to 0 in piD. Therefore the
vectors are linearly independent and vT is well defined.
Now we have to prove that vT lies in the fundamental chamber.
To do this, we consider the graph associated to T . It is a tree and
it coincides with the Hasse diagram of the poset induced by the inclusion
relation. Therefore, it can be considered as an oriented rooted tree, with
V as a root and the orientation goes from the root to the leaves, which are
the minimal subspaces in T . We can partition the set of vertices of this tree
into levels, where the leaves are at the level 0 and, level k is made of all the
vertices v such that the maximal length of an oriented path which connects
the vertex v to a leaf is k.
Let vT =
∑n
i=1 biωi. Since T is maximal, it contains at least one subspace
of dimension 1. In particular all the minimal subspaces of the graph have
dimension 1, therefore T contains some of the leaves 〈αi1 , . . . , αiq〉 and, by
the maximality of T , we deduce that dimA = q + 1. Now we can write
A = 〈αh, αi1 , . . . , αiq〉, where αh is the only root which belongs to A but
doesn’t belong to the leaves of the graph. Then
piA = chαh +
q∑
j=1
ajpi〈αij 〉
with ch > 0 and αj < R
q+1
1 ∀α = 1, . . . , q + 1. Therefore
(vT , piA) = q+1 = ch(vT , αh) +
q∑
j=1
αj(vT , pi〈αij 〉) ≤ ch(vT , αh) + qR
q+1
1 1
and we know from 1.30 that q+1 > (q + 1)R
q+1
1
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Then ch(vT , αh) > 0, so, given ch > 0 and (vT , αh) is a positive multiple
of bh, bh > 0. In a similar way, by induction on levels, we prove that bi >
0,∀i.
Proposition 1.38. Let us consider a maximal nested set of Gfund. For every
A ∈ Gfund − T , the vector vT belongs to the open part of HSA, therefore vT
is a vertex of PGfund.
Proof. Since vT =
⋂
Γ∈T Hγ, we have to prove that for every A ∈ Gfund − T ,
the vector vT belongs to the open part of SHA.
We have that {A} ∪ T is not nested because A /∈ T and T is a maximal
nested set. Let us take C, minimal element in T which strictly contains A (it
could be C = V ). Then there is one root αi such that αi ∈ C and αi 6∈ K,
with K ∈ T and K ⊂ C. Then we have that αi ∈ A. If it wasn’t so, we
would have:
A ⊂ S =
∑
K∈T,K(C,K∩A=∅
K
and we notice that S strictly includes the subspace K and A + S ∈ Gfund,
then S ∈ Gfund and this contradicts the nestedness of T .
Since αi ∈ A, we can find a subset I of {K ∈ T |K ( C} such that
C = A+
∑
K∈T K. This is a non redundant sum and we have:
RdimCdimApiA +
∑
K∈I
RdimCdimKpiK m piC
which implies:
piA m
1
RdimCdimA
(
piC −
∑
K∈T
RdimCdimKpiK
)
and, since vT belongs to the open fundamental chamber:
(vT , piA) ≥ 1
RdimCdimA
(
dimC −
∑
K∈T
RdimCdimKdimK
)
We observe that vT belongs to the open part of HSA if and only if
(vT , piA) > dimA and this inequality is verified since we have, by Lemma
1.30:
dimC > R
dimC
dimAdimA +
∑
K∈I
RdimCdimKdimK .
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These last three propositions constitute the proof of Theorem 1.35.
Now we give an example of the construction of the nestohedron PGfund .
Example 9. An easy example is A2. We write down the base, which is
∆ = {α1, α2}
and Φ+ = {α1, α2, α1 +α2}, as we know from Lemma 1.7. Then we compute
δ =
1
2
(α1 + α2 + α1 + α2) = α1 + α2
Then
HV = (x, α1 + α2) = a
δ〈α1〉 = α1 + α2 −
1
2
α1 =
1
2
α1 + α2
δ〈α2〉 = α1 + α2 −
1
2
α2 = α1 +
1
2
α2
because pi〈α1〉 =
1
2
α1 and pi〈α2〉 =
1
2
α2.
H〈α1〉 = (x,
1
2
α1 + α2) = a− 1
H〈α2〉 = (x, α1 +
1
2
α2) = a− 1.
In this example there aren’t any hyperplanes of type HB and there is only
one building set possible for A2. We find them for the first time in three-
dimensional constructions, where it is possible to choose which building set
has to be considered.
Now, we have to choose 1 and a, which should respect the relation in
Equation 1.3. It is important to remember that δ = piV , where piV is the
semisum of positive roots in V .
To find Rii−1, we have to consider the maximal coefficient in δ, which in
this case is 1, and the minimal coefficient in pi〈αi〉,∀i, which in this case is 12 .
Then
a > 2Rii−11 = 41.
We suggest to choose the smallest number first and then to use the relation
to find the others.
In Figure 1.6 it has been shown this example of nestohedron. Colors are
used to make it easier to understand.
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α1
α2
Figure 1.6: Construction of the nestohedron as described in Example 9:
is HV ; is H〈α1〉; is H〈α2〉; is δ〈α1〉; is PA2fund .
1.4 Graph associahedra
One of the many ways to construct the Stasheff’s associahedron consists in
considering it as a graph associahedron, namely, the graph associahedron
associated to the linear graph with n nodes. We will recall in this section
the construction of graph associahedra as it is presented in [11], and we will
read it in terms of building sets and nested sets in Section 1.4.1.
Let us define a tube.
Definition 1.39. Let G be a graph. A tube is a proper nonempty set of
nodes of G, whose induced graph is a proper, connected graph of G. Two
tubes on the graph can interact in one of the following ways:
1. nested, if u1 ⊂ u2;
2. intersect, if u1 ∩ u2 and u1 6⊂ u2 and u2 6⊂ u1;
3. adjacent, if u1 ∩ u2 = ∅ and u1 ∪ u2 is a tube in G.
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4. disjoint, u1 ∩ u2 = ∅ and u1 ∪ u2 is not a tube.
Two tubes are compatible if they don’t intersect and they are not ad-
jacent.
If in U there are k tubes and they are pairwise compatible, U is called a
k-tubing or tubing.
If G is disconnected, there is an additional condition for tubing. Let Gi
be a connected component of G and ui be the tube of G whose induced graph
is Gi, then any tubing of G cannot contain all of the tubes ui. For example,
if G has n nodes, a tubing of G can at most contain n− 1 nodes.
Example 10. Here there are some examples of a valid tubing.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.7: (a), in green, valid tubings; (b), in red, invalid tubings. (See [11],
p 272, for more examples)
Let G be a graph with n nodes and let MG be the collection of maximal
tubings of G, where each tubing U in MG contains n − 1 compatible tubes.
Let t(v) ⊂ U be the smallest tube in U that contains v; if there isn’t any
tube containing v, then t(v) is all of G. U assigns a unique tube t(v) to each
node v. We can define a map fU : G→ Z:{
fU(v) = 0 if v = t(v)∑
vi∈t(v)
fU(v) = 3
|t(v)|−2 otherwise (1.8)
this is a recursive condition.
Example 11. Here there are, from Devadoss [11], some examples of integer
values of nodes associated to tubings.
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Figure 1.8: Example of integer values of nodes associated to tubings, see [11]
for more examples.
Now it is possible to show the construction of the graph associahedron
from Devadoss [11].
First, we have to create a correspondence between nodes and Rn coordi-
nates. A way to do this is to associate the result of fU on each node and,
after choosing an order of these nodes, to use fU as coordinates.
Example 12. The easiest example is the construction of the n-simplex. Let
G be a graph with n disjoint nodes. The set MG of maximal tubings has n
elements and each of them corresponds to choosing n − 1 out of n possible
nodes. An element of MG will be assigned a point in Rn that has n − 1
coordinates equal to 0 and one equal to 3n−2. Then, to obtain PG, we have
to take the convex hull of these points and obtain the (n− 1)-simplex. Here
is the example when n = 3.
(3,0,0) (0,3,0) (0,0,3)
(3,0,0)
(0,3,0)
(0,0,0)
(0,0,3)
Figure 1.9: Construction of the (n− 1)-simplex.
In a similar way, we can obtain the permutohedron and the associahedron
(see [11], pp 273-274). The difference in these two cases is the graph G.
We can obtain a graph-associahedron (PG) in the following way:
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Theorem 1.40. For a given graph G, truncating faces of ∆, which corre-
spond to tubes of G in increasing order of dimension, results in a realization
of PG, where PG is a simple, convex polytope whose face poset is isomorphic
to the set of tubings of G, ordered such that U ≺ U ′ by adding tubes.
Remark 9. In this section we denote with ≺ the relation between tubes, not
the relation between roots which was described in section 1.2.
Proof. Let G be a graph with n nodes and let ∆ be its (n − 1)-simplex in
which each facet corresponds to a particular node of G. Each proper subset
of nodes of G corresponds to a unique face of ∆, which is defined by the
intersection of the facets which correspond to those nodes.
In this proof, given by Devadoss in [11] (pp 274-275), we will construct
the simplex ∆ and truncate it with truncating hyperplanes to obtain the
realization of the graph-associahedron we wanted.
Let us consider the hyperplane H ∈ Rn
H =
∑
xi = 3
n−2.
∆ is the standard (n−1)-simplex given by the intersection of {(x1, . . . , xn)|xi ≥
0} and H.
First, we have to show that adding tubes to the tubing U corresponds to
truncating ∆. This has been shown by Carr and Devadoss in section 2.4 of
[4]. The second part consists in demonstrating that this truncation results
in the graph-associahedron PG.
We call ≺0 an ordering on tubes such that ta ≺0 tb if and only if ta ⊂ tb.
A partial ordering on a set of tubings I is induced by partial ordering of
tubings of G: UI , UJ ⊂ I are tubings, then UI ≺ UJ if and only if ∀tj ∈
UJ ∃ti|tj ≺ ti, ti ∈ UI . With this relation, (I,≺) is a poset of tubings.
Definition 1.41. Given a poset of tubings (I,≺), we can obtain a poset
(I ′,≺′) by promoting the tube t?, i.e. I ′ = I ∪ I?, where
I? = {U ∪ {t?}|U ∈ I, U ∪ {t?}is a valid tubing of G}.
The relation ≺′ is defined in the following way: t? incomparable with any
other tube, ∀ta, tb not equal to t?, ta ≺′ tb = ta ≺ tb.
Let {ti} ∈ G be a set of tubes, i ∈ {1, . . . , k} ordered in decreasing size.
Promoting i tubes consecutively in (I0,≺0) gives as a result (Ii,≺i). From
the definition of promotion descend the following Lemmas, which explain the
relation of ≺ when the set I0 is increased.
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Lemma 1.42. Ii is the set of all valid tubings of the form
U0 ∪
m⋃
j=1
{tqj}
where U0 ∈ I0 and qj ∈ {1, . . . , i}.
Lemma 1.43. If a or b is less than or equal to i, then ta ≺i tb if and only if
a = b. If both a and b are greater than i, then ta ≺i tb if and only if ta ≺0 tb.
Lemma 1.44. (Ik,≺k) is isomorphic as a poset to the set of tubings of G,
ordered in this way: U ≺ U ′ if and only if U ′ can be obtained from U by
adding tubes.
Now we are ready to show the equivalence between tubings and truncating
the simplex. We start with the following Lemma.
Lemma 1.45. Let fi be a face of ∆G corresponding to the tube ti. Let Pi
be the polytope created by consecutively truncating faces {f1, . . . , fk} of ∆G,
then (Ik,≺k) ∼= Pk.
Proof. Let us put ∆G = P0. Since P0 is convex polytope, also Pi will be
convex polytopes and they will be defined as intersection of half-spaces H+a ,
defined by the hyperplane Ha. X is the half-space set for a polytope P and
there is a natural poset map:
Φ : P −→ Ω(X)op
f 7→ Xf
with (X)op set of subsets of X ordered under reverse inclusion.
Let us take Xf , the subset such that
f = P ∩
⋂
a∈Xf
Ha
When we truncate P in f?, we add a new subspace H+? with the following
properties:
1. if a vector v ∈ P vertex, it belongs to H+? if and only if v /∈ f?;
2. no vertex of P belongs to H?.
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and this produces
P? = H+? ∩
⋂
a∈X
H+a
which is the truncated polytope.
We define P0 =
⋂
a∈X0 H
+
a , where X0 is the set of the indices for the
defining half-spaces. The half-space H+i intersects the polytope Pi−1 in fi
and the half-space for Pi is:
Xi = Xi−1 ∪ {i} = X0 ∪ {1, . . . , i}
We define the map Φi : Pi → Ω(X)op which sends a face of Pi in the set
of hyperplanes containing that face.
We introduce the order preserving map Φi : Ii → Ω(Xi)op.
Let φ0 be the map from tubes of G in Ω(X0) which sends ti 7→ Ψ0(fi)
and define:
φi(tj) =
{ {j} j ≤ i
φ0(tj) j > i
Now we can define a new injective, order preserving map:
Φi : Ii −→ Ω(Xi)op
UJ 7→
⋂
tj∈UJ
φi(tj).
Using induction on i, we can see that Φi(Ii) = Ψi(Pi), they are order
preserving and injective, we have that Ψ−1i ◦ Φi : Ii → Pi is an isomorphism
of posets, which was what we wanted to prove.
Now we are ready to prove the second part of this theorem.
Let us take p ∈ PG, vertex that corresponds to a maximal tubing of the
graph G. We can have two cases:
1. a tube u ∈ U , then p belongs to the intersection between ∆ and the
supporting hyperplane hu. This is satisfied from the construction of
vertex, as in 1.8.
2. if u /∈ U , then p belongs to the intersection between ∆ and the half-
space hu. In this case, we have to show that∑
vi∈u
fU(vi) > 3
k−2
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There exists a node v? in u, such that u ∈ t(v?). Let us take a node
v1 of u which does not satisfy this relation. Then u 6⊂ t(v1) and we
can choose v2 in u \ t(v1). It is adjacent to t(v1) because u is a tube
in G, then t(v1) ⊂ t(v2). We can repeat this operation and obtain that
t(v1) ⊂ t(v2) ⊂ · · · ⊂ t(vi+1) is a nested sequence and this process
will exhaust all nodes in u. There must exist a node v? in u, such
that u ⊂ t(v?) and, since u /∈ U , the containment is proper, implying
|t(v?)| ≥ k + 1. Therefore:
∑
vi∈u
fU(vi) ≥ fU(v?) =
∑
vi∈t(v?)
fU(vi)−
∑
vi∈t(v?)−v?
fU(vi) ≥
≥ 3|t(v?)|−2 − 3|t(v?)|−3 = 2 · 3|t(v?)|−3 ≥ 2 · 3(k+1)−3 > 3k−2
Now the theorem is proved.
Example 13. Here is a tetrahedron truncated according to a graph G and
resulting in PG. Remark that the facets correspond to 1-tubings, the edges
to 2-tubings and the vertex to 3-tubings.
Figure 1.10: Truncating a tetrahedron according to tubings of the graph G
(picture from [11]).
Remark 10. The function fU chosen in the proof of Theorem 1.40 has the
following property:
φ(u) > φ(u1) + φ(u2)
where u1 and u2 are proper subsets of tube u.
A geometric interpretation of this property is that cuts of the simplex ∆
are not too deep, as we can see in the following picture.
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Figure 1.11: (a), a tetrahedron with two vertices marked for cutting; (b),
appropriate cut; (c)-(d), deep cuts (picture from [11]).
1.4.1 Equivalence between FAn−1fund and tubings of a
linear graph with n− 1 nodes.
Let us first remark that there is an easy bijection between the tubings of
a linear graph G with n − 1 nodes and the parenthesizations of the set
{1, 2, . . . , n− 1} without adjacent parentheses.
Figure 1.12: A linear graph G with n− 1 nodes.
Remark 11. According to Definition 1.1 a particular building set of {1, 2, . . . ,
n− 1} is the set I of all intervals of adjacent numbers, and a nested set for
I is a way to put coherent parentheses such that there aren’t two adjacent
pairs of parentheses (see Stasheff and Shnider, appendix B [29]). An example
of adjacent parenthesis is: (2, 3), (4, 5, 6).
Example 14. An example of nested set for I is: ((1, 2, ), 3, ((4, 5, ), 6, 7)).1
Now we show that the set of nested sets of I is in turn in bijective
correspondence with the set of nested sets of FAn−1fund .
We recall that a nested set S of FAn−1fund is made by a set of subsets
of {1, 2, ..., n} that can be represented by a parenthesization of the list of
numbers 1, 2, ..., n. Now the bijective correspondence works as follows: given
S as above, we cancel the highest number form each set A ∈ S.
Example 15. Here is an example of the above described bijection:
1.
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) 7→ (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
((1, 2, 3), ((4, 5), 6, 7), 8) 7→ ((1, 2), 3, ((4), 5, 6), 7)
1In this case we decided to use “(” instead of “{” to make the example easier to read.
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2.
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) 7→ (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)
((1, 2), 3, ((4), 5, 6), 7) 7→ ((1, 2, 3), ((4, 5), 6, 7), 8)
1.4.2 A remark on the importance of suitable lists
In section 1.4 we defined a recursive condition 1.8 to assign to a node an
integer value. Now we will remark the importance of this condition and its
relation with suitable lists.
Stasheff and Shnider, in appendix B of [29], described a class of suitable
functions, which had to satisfy the following relations:
Definition 1.46. A function f , from intervals I of natural numbers to the
positive reals is suitable if:
1. f(I) > 0 for all intervals I;
2. f(I1) + f(I2) < f(I1 ∪ I2) if I1 ∪ I2 properly contains both I1 and I2.
Stasheff and Shnider gives as an example the function:
f(I) = 3#I
We notice that the Equation 1.8 satisfies the condition expressed in Def-
inition 1.46.
In case of a root system of type A1×A1×· · ·×A1, the relation expressed
in Equation 1.3,i.e. i > 2R
i
i−1i−1, reduces to the following formula:
i > 2i−1
which respects the relation expressed in Definition 1.46. In fact a possible
choice is i = 3
i and, for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n, we have
2 · 3i−1 < 3i.
We will see that the relation 1.3 can be used also for root systems different
from A1 ×A1 × · · · × A1.
Chapter 2
Permutonestohedra
2.1 From nestohedra to the permutonestohe-
dron
Given a root system Φ and a building set G associated to the corresponding
root arrangement, in [19] it has been shown how to construct a polytope
PG(Φ), dubbed permutonestohedron.
In this chapter we want to recall this construction and illustrate it by
many examples. Furthermore, we will describe its face poset and compute its
automorphism group, showing its connection with the automorphism group
of the root system Φ.
Let us first describe. in a short way, the main properties of the permu-
tonestohedron and its combinatorial meaning:
• some of the facets of PG(Φ) lie inside the chambers of the arrangement;
the facet that lies in the fundamental chamber is the nestohedron PGfund
constructed in Chapter 1, and in the other chambers we find the images
of PGfund by the action of the Weyl groupW ; the convex hull of all these
facets is the full permutonestohedron;
• if Φ = An and G is the minimal building set associated to Φ, the per-
mutonestohedron is a realization of Kapranov’s permutoassociahedron
(see [24]). This is a polytope that is a “hybrid” between Stasheff’s
associahedron and the classical permutohedron, since its vertices cor-
respond to all the possible parenthesizations of all the possible ordered
lists of n variables. It was introduced by Kapranov in connection with
the study of associativity and commutativity in monodical categories.
As we know from Chapter 1, once Φ is fixed, the nestohedron which lies
inside the fundamental chamber depends on G. For instance, if Φ is An, Bn or
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Cn and G is the minimal building set, the nestohedron is a n− 1 dimensional
Stasheff’s associahedron; if Φ is Dn and G is the minimal building set, the
nestohedron is a graph associahedron of type D. For any n-dimensional
root system, if G is the maximal building set the nestohedron is a n − 1
dimensional permutohedron (so in this case the permutonestohedron could
be called ‘permutopermutohedron’).
The full poset of W-invariant building sets for the root systems of type
An, Bn, Cn, Dn has been described in [21].
As mentioned before, we obtain the permutonestohedron PG(Φ) by taking
the convex hull of the nestohedra that lie in the chambers. From this point of
view the construction of the permutonestohedron is inspired by Reiner and
Ziegler construction of Coxeter associahedra in [28], that are obtained as the
convex hull of some Stasheff’s associahedra that lie inside the chambers.
Anyway, we remark that these two constructions coincide only when Φ =
An and G is the minimal building set. In this case, the permutonestohedron
PG(Φ) is combinatorially equivalent to the Kapranov’s permutoassociahedron
that is a Coxeter associahedron.
In the other cases permutonestohedra and Coxeter associahedra are dif-
ferent: for instance in the Bn case the Coxeter associahedron is the convex
hull of some n − 2 dimensional Stasheff’s associahedra, while the minimal
permutonestohedron is the convex hull of some n− 1 dimensional Stasheff’s
associahedra; furthermore, non minimal permutonestohedra are convex hulls
of different nestohedra.
Let us now recall the construction of the permutonestohedron PG(Φ). We
start from its definition.
Definition 2.1. The permutonestohedron PG(Φ) is the polytope given
by the intersection of the half-spaces σHSA and the half-spaces σHSB, ∀σ
in the Weyl group W , A ∈ Gfund and B ∈ CΦfund − Gfund.
We know from Section 1.2 that the Weyl group acts on the Weyl chambers,
in particular it acts on the fundamental chamber, sending the nestohedron
PGfund in all the other chambers.
In the following theorem we describe the construction of PG(Φ):
Theorem 2.2. The permutonestohedron PG(Φ) coincides with the convex
hull of all the nestohedra σPGfund, with σ ∈ W, that lie inside the open cham-
bers. Its vertices are σvS, where σ ∈ W and S ranges among the maximal
nested sets in Gfund.
Remark 12. In this section we use the same notation as in Section 1.3.
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Remark 13. Here we are describing infinite permutonestohedra because they
depend on the choice of a suitable list 1 < 2 < · · · < n = a. We should
write PG(Φ, 1, 2, . . . , n), but we write, for brevity, PG(Φ) instead of it.
To prove Theorem 2.2, we have to prove the following two propositions:
Proposition 2.3. For every σ ∈ W, for every A ∈ Gfund − {V } and for
every S, maximal nested set of Gfund, we have:
(δA, σvS) ≤ (δ, vS) (2.1)
and the equality holds if and only if σ ∈ WA. This means that σvS belongs
to HSA and lies in HA if and only if A ∈ S and σ ∈ WA, more precisely HA
is the affine span of these vectors. Furthermore we have
(δ, σvS) < (δ, vS) (2.2)
for every σ ∈ W, different from the identity.
Proof. Let A ∈ Gfund−{V } and let I = {αi1 , αi2 , . . . , αik} be the set of simple
roots which belong to A. Then, as explained in Remark 6, δA =
∑
i∈δ−I biωi,
with bi > 0.
Since vS lies in the fundamental chamber, then we can write vS =
∑
j∈∆ ajωj,
with all the aj > 0. Then:
σ(ωi) = ωi −
si∑
t=1
βit
with βit positive roots and si ∈ N. Now, we put si = 0 and the sum is empty
if σ(ωi) = ωi. Then we have:
(δA, σvS) =
( ∑
i∈∆−I
biωi,
∑
j∈∆
αj(ωj −
sj∑
t=1
βjt)
)
=
= (δA, vS)−
( ∑
i∈∆−I
Hiωi,
∑
j,t
bjt
)
≥ 0
The scalar product ( ∑
i∈∆−I
biωi,
∑
j,t
bjt
)
≥ 0
since (ωi, βjt) ≥ 0.
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If σ ∈ WA, then all the roots βjt belong to A, therefore( ∑
i∈∆−I
biωi,
∑
j,t
βjt
)
= 0
otherwise, one of the positive roots, for example βrs, does not belong to A
1
and ( ∑
i∈∆−I
biωi, βrs
)
> 0.
It remains to prove that HA is the affine span of the vectors σvS, where
A ∈ S and σ ∈ WA. The vectors σvS with A ∈ S are all vertices of a (n−2)-
dimensional face of the nestohedron PGfund . The affine span of these roots is
T and its elements satisfy the relations (x, δ) = a and (x, piA) = dimA. Then
T + A coincides with the hyperplane HA, that is defined by the relation
(x, δA) = a− dimA
The vectors σvS with A ∈ S and σ ∈ WA lie on T +A, since, for every αi
simple root which belongs to A, we have that σαivS − vS is a non zero scalar
multiple of αi, the affine span of these vectors coincides with T+A = HA.
Lemma 2.4. Let B be a poset which does not belong to Gfund, generated by
some simple roots and let B = A1⊕A2⊕· · ·⊕Ak be its Gfund-decomposition.
Then the subspaces A1, A2, . . . , Ak are pairwise orthogonal. The vector δB =
δ −∑ki=1 piAi described in Definition 1.33 can be obtained as:
δB =
1
|WA1 ×WA2 · · · ×WAk |
∑
σ∈WA1×WA2×···×WAk
σδ. (2.3)
Furthermore, if I is the set of indices given by i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that
αi ∈ B, we have
δB =
∑
s∈{1,2,...,n}−I
csωs (2.4)
1Let σ = σαi1σαi2 . . . σαik be a reduced expression for σ, and let r be the smallest index
such that αir does not belong to I. Then, for every j, the roots βjt which appear in the
proof are among the roots
σαi1σαi2 . . . σαik−1αik , σαi1σαi2 . . . σαik−2αik−1 , . . . , σαi1σαi2 . . . σαir−1αir , . . .
In particular the root σαi1σαi2 . . . σαir−1αir is one of the roots βrs and it satisfies
(σαi1σαi2 . . . σαir−1αir , ωir ) = (αir , ωir ) > 0.
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with all cs > 0.
Proof. Since the subspaces Ai are orthogonal, if two roots α, β satisfy α ∈ A1,
β ∈ A2 and (α, β) < 0, then 〈α, β〉 is an irreducible subspace and therefore
it belongs to Gfund. Since B = A1 ⊕A2 ⊕ · · · ⊕Ak is a Gfund- decomposition
of B, we found a contradiction.
The claim on δB follows from the Remark 6 and the fact that the subspaces
Ai are orthogonal.
Proposition 2.5. Let B be a subspace which does not belong to Gfund, gen-
erated by some simple roots, and let B = A1 ⊕ A2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ak be its Gfund-
decomposition. Then for every σ ∈ W and for every maximal nested set S of
Gfund, the vertices σvS lie in the half-space HSB. They lie on the hyperplane
HB if and only if {A1, A2, . . . , Ak} ⊂ S and σ ∈ WA1 ×WA2 × · · · × WAk
and HB is the affine span of all these vectors.
Proof. The proof of this proposition is similar to that of proposition 2.3.
The vertices vS, with {A1, A2, . . . Ak} ⊂ S are all vertices of a (n−1−k)-
dimensional face of the nestohedron PGfund . The affine span of this face is the
subspace T , whose elements satisfy the relations (x, δ) = a and (x, piAj) =
dimAj , for every j = 1, . . . , k. Then T + B is the hyperplane HB whose
elements satisfy the relation (x, δB) = a− dimA1 − dimA2 , . . . , dimAk .
As shown in Lemma 2.4, δB is a scalar multiple of
∑
σ∈WA1×WA2×···×WAk
σδ.
Therefore for every σ ∈ WA1 ×WA2 × · · · ×WAk we have:
(σvS, δB) = (vS, σ
−1δB) = (vS, δB)
and the vectors σvS lie in the hyperplane HB.
Their affine span is T + B = HB, since the vertices vS span T and, for
every simple root αi, which belongs to B = A1 ⊕ A2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ak, σαivS − vS
is a non zero scalar multiple of αi.
Now we have to prove that, for every γ ∈ W and for every maximal
nested set T , which does not contain {A1, A2, . . . , Ak}, we have
(γvT , δB) < a− dimA1 − dimA2 − · · · − dimAk
This equality is equivalent to
(γvT , piB) > dimA1 + dimA2 + · · ·+ dimAk
where piB = δ − δB = δ − (
∑k
i=1 piAi). We first prove this when γ = e.
For every i = 1, . . . , k, let Ci be the minimal subspace in T that contains
Ai. We notice that for at least one index j we have that Cj 6= Aj because
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T does not contain {A1, A2, . . . , Ak}. Then, as in the proof of Proposition
1.38, we deduce that (vT , piAj) > dimAj because the list of numbers dimAi is
suitable and then (vT , piB) > dimA1 + dimA2 + · · ·+ dimAk .
When γ 6= e, we have that δB =
∑
i,s.t.αi 6∈B ciωi with all ci > 0 as in
Lemma 2.4, we can conclude, as in the first part of Proposition 2.3, that
(γ, vT ) ≤ (vT , δB)
It remains to prove the claim when the maximal nested set T contains
{A1, A2, . . . , Ak}, but γ 6∈ WA1×WA2×· · ·×WAk , which is the same reasoning
as in the second part of the proof of Proposition 2.3.
And now, as we promised, Theorem 2.2 is proved.
2.2 The face poset of the permutonestohe-
dron
Now we are going to describe the faces of the permutonestohedron, as pre-
sented by Gaiffi in Section 6 of [19]. They are in bijective correspondence
with the pairs (σH, S), where:
• S is a nested set of Gfund and has labels attached to its minimal elements
in the following way: if A is a minimal element of S, its label is either
the subgroup WA of W or the trivial subgroup {e}. As a notation, in
the sequel of this thesis, we will omit to write the label {e} and we will
write A instead of WA;
• σH is a coset ofW with H a subgroup ofW given by the direct product
of the labels WA.
The motivation for this bijection is the following: to obtain the face repre-
sented by (σH, S), we have to start considering the face F of the nestohedron
PGfund , which is associated to the nested set S, and take its images under the
action of the elements of H. Now we have to take their convex hull and this
gives us the face F ′ of the permutonestohedron PG(Φ) which intersects the
fundamental chamber. Then σF ′ is the face associated to (σH, S).
The following proposition explains what we said from the beginning of
this section.
Proposition 2.6. Let S be a nested set of Gfund which contains V and has
labels attached to its minimal elements, with at least one nontrivial label.
Let A1, A2, Ak be the subset of its minimal elements that have a nontrivial
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label and let H = WA1 × · · · × WAk . Let us then consider the face F of
the nestohedron PGfund associated with S, and let F ′ be the convex hull of all
the faces hF , with h ∈ H. Then F ′ is the (|S| − k)-codimensional face of
PG(Φ) determined by the intersection of the defining hyperplanes associated
with A1 ⊕ A2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ak and B + (A1 ⊕ A2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ak), for every B ∈
S − {V,A1, A2, . . . , Ak}
Proof. First we have to notice that, for every B ∈ S − {V,A1, A2, . . . , Ak},
the sum B + (A1 ⊕ A2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ak) is equal to the sum B ⊕ Ai1 ⊕ Ai2 ⊕
· · · ⊕ Air , where {Ai1 , Ai2 , . . . , Air}is a subset of {A1, A2, . . . , Ak} that can
also be empty. If it is not empty, the space corresponding is HB⊕Ai1⊕···⊕Air ,
otherwise it is HB and in both cases it is one of the defining hyperplanes of
the permutonestohedron.
Let L be the face of the permutonestohedron defined by the intersection
of the defining hyperplanes described in the claim.
It is easy to check, using Proposition 2.3 and Proposition 2.5, that the set
of vertices of L coincides with the set of vertices which belong to ∪h∈HhF .
Therefore L = F ′. Now, applying an argument analogue to the one of
proof of Proposition 2.5, one checks that the affine span of the vertices in F ′
coincides with the subspace 〈F 〉+ (A1⊕A2⊕· · ·⊕Ak) that has codimension
|S| − k and where 〈F 〉 is the affine span of F .
Remark 14. From now on, we will denote a face of the permutonestohedron
PG(Φ) with its pair.
As a consequence of Proposition 2.6 we have the following Corollary:
Corollary 2.7. The dimension of the face (σH, S) is given by n − |S| + l,
where l is the number of nontrivial labels.
Remark 15. We can find every face of the permutonestohedron using the way
described in Proposition 2.6. We obtain PG(Φ) with the pair (W , {V }) and
the nestohedra in the Weyl chambers as
(σ{e}, {V })
for every σ in W . To obtain the faces that cross the chambers, we write:
(σWA1 ×WA2 × · · · ×WAk , {V,A1, A2, . . . , Ak})
where the nested set on the right is made by V and the subspaces Ai, which
are all minimal and labeled with non trivial labels.
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Example 16. We start now from Example 9 to complete it and create the
permutonestohedron PA2(A2).
First, we define the segment AB, which is the nestohedron PA2fund , see
(Figure 2.1). Then the Weyl group acts on the fundamental chamber and
the other nestohedra are obtained, in counterclockwise order, as follows:
• σα1PA2fund = (σα1{e}, {A2});
• σα1σα2PA2fund = (σα1σα2{e}, {A2});
• σα1+α2PA2fund = (σα1+α2{e}, {A2});
• σα2σα1PA2fund = (σα2σα1{e}, {A2)};
• σα2PA2fund = (σα2{e}, {A2});
Now we have to compute the facets which cross the chambers. To do
this, we will give each facet, starting from the fundamental chamber and
proceeding in counterclockwise order, the construction as in Theorem 2.6
(see Figure 2.1).
• (σα1W〈α1〉, {A2, 〈α1〉});
• (σα2W〈α2〉, {A2, 〈α2〉});
• (σα1+α2W〈α1〉, {A2, 〈α1〉});
• (σα1+α2W〈α2〉, {A2, 〈α2〉});
• (σα2W〈α1〉, {A2, 〈α1〉});
• (σα2W〈α2〉, {A2, 〈α2〉});
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B
A
α1
α2
Figure 2.1: Construction of the permutonestohedron PA2(A2): in is
PA2fund ; are the images of the nestohedron PA2fund under the action of
the Weyl group W ; are the faces which cross the chambers.
Corollary 2.8. A vertex vS in PGfund belongs to exactly n facets of PG(Φ) if
and only if S has only one minimal element. Therefore the polytope PG(Φ)
is simple if and only if G is the maximal building set CΦ.
Proof. First we have to observe that a nested set S in Gfund has only one
minimal element if and only if it is linearly ordered.
Then we notice that Proposition 2.6 can be used to determine all the
facets that contain vS. These are the facets
(σWA1 ×WA2 × · · · ×WAk , {V,A1, A2, . . . , Ak})
where {V,A1, A2, . . . , Ak} is a nested subset of S and the Ai are minimal (we
are including the case k = 0, i.e. the face ({e}, {V })). If S is not linearly
ordered these facets are more than n, while if S is linearly ordered they are
exactly n.
We remark that, if G is not the maximal building set CΦ, there exist non
linearly ordered G-nested sets: to obtain a non linearly ordered nested set
made by two elements it is sufficient to take two subspaces A,B ∈ G whose
sum is direct and doesn’t belong to G. As an immediate consequence, if G is
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not the maximal building set associated to Φ, there exists a maximal nested
set S in Gfund that is not linearly ordered.
Now we have to observe that the facets that cross the chambers are com-
binatorially equivalent to a product of a nestohedron with some permuton-
estohedra.
Let us consider the facet
(σWA1 ×WA2 × · · · ×WAk , {V,A1, A2, . . . , Ak})
and denote by GAi the subset of G given by the subspaces which are included
in Ai. This is a building set associated with the root system Φ ∩ Ai. Now,
let us denote A1 ⊕A2 ⊕ · · · ⊕Ak by D and consider a new building set G in
V/D, where
G = {(C +D)/D |C ∈ Gfund}.
We can now consider a permutonestohedron PG.
Theorem 2.9. The facet (σWA1 ×WA2 × · · · ×WAk , {V,A1, A2, . . . , Ak}) of
PG(Φ) is combinatorially equivalent to the product
PG × PGA1 (Φ ∩ A1)× PGA2 (Φ ∩ A2)× · · · × PGAk (Φ ∩ Ak). (2.5)
Proof. We have to associate the face (σH, S) of (σWA1×· · ·×WAk , {S,A1, . . . , Ak})
to a face in the product 2.5.
We notice that:
1. S ⊂ Gfund is a labelled nested set that contains S,A1, A2, . . . , Ak;
2. σ = σ1σ2 · · · σk, with σi ∈ WAi ;
3. H is a subgroup of WA1 ×WA2 × · · · × WAk that can be expressed as
a product of WAij for some minimal spaces Aij ∈ S (i = 1, . . . , k) and,
for every i, Aij ⊂ Ai and the index j ranges from 0 to a natural number
si, with the convention that WAi0 is the trivial group).
Than we associate to (σH, S):
• the face PG, which corresponds to the nested set S = {(K+D)/D|K ∈
S} of G;
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• for every i = 1, . . . , k the face
(σiWAi1 ×WAi2 × · · · ×WAisi , S
Ai
)
of PGAi (Φ ∩ Ai), where SAi is the subset of S given by the subspaces
which are included into Ai and the labelled subspaces of S keep their
label in SAi .
This map is bijective and a poset isomorphism using Proposition 2.6.
In the following corollary, which descends from Proposition 2.6 and The-
orem 2.9, we give an order relation for the face poset of PG(Φ).
Corollary 2.10. Given two faces (σ′H ′, S ′) and (σH, S) in the face poset of
PG(Φ), we have
(σ′H ′, S ′) < (σH, S)
if and only if σ′H ′ ⊆ σH and S ′ is obtained from S by a composition of the
following moves:
• adding a subspace which is not minimal, i.e. it contains some of the
subspaces in S;
• adding a subspace A, minimal in S ′, with trivial label and with the
property that A is not included in any of the minimal subspaces of S,
or, if it is included in a minimal subspace B of S which is labelled by
{e}. In the latter case B loses its label;
• adding some subspaces A1, . . . , Ak that are minimal in S ′, all with non-
trivial label, and all included in a minimal subspace B of S which was
labelled by WB and loses its label;
• changing the nontrivial label of a minimal subspace into the trivial label.
2.3 The automorphism group
Let Aut(Φ) be the automorphism group of V that leaves Φ invariant and if
Φ is made by two or more irreducible components, we impose that all the
short roots have the same length. With this normalization we have that the
elements of Aut(Φ) are isometries.
We can give now the following Theorem:
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Theorem 2.11. Let us suppose that G is Aut(Φ) invariant. Then Aut(Φ)
is a subgroup of Aut(PG(Φ)). If Aut(PG(Φ)) leaves invariant the set of the
nestohedra {wPGfund|w ∈ W}, then Aut(Φ) = Aut(PG(Φ)).
Remark 16. In the following proof we will put parentheses in notations wvS
and wHA because here comes into play the automorphism group and the
notation we used until now may be confusing.
Proof. To prove the first part of the claim we will show that the element
ϕ ∈ Aut(Φ) permutes the defining hyperplanes of the permutonestohedron.
Since Aut(Φ) is the semidirect product of the Weyl group W and the
group Γ of the Dynkin diagram of Φ (see Proposition 1.26), we can decompose
ϕ as wγ, where w ∈ W and γ ∈ Γ.
To do this, it is sufficient to show that ϕ sends the hyperplanesHV , HA, HB,
for any A ∈ Gfund, B ∈ Cϕfund−Gfund, to other defining hyperplanes of PG(Φ).
Since γ leaves invariant the set of positive roots, γ(δ) = δ. Then ϕ(δ) =
w(δ) and therefore ϕ(HV ) = w(HV ) since the vectors in ϕ(HV ) satisfy the
defining equation of w(HV ) which is (x,wδ) = a.
Then we show that for any A ∈ Gfund we have ϕ(HA) = w(Hγ(A)): since
δA = δ − piA, but γ(piA) is the semisum of all the positive roots contained in
γ(A), thus it is equal to γ(piA), therefore γ(δA) = δγ(A). It is now immediate
to prove that ϕ(HA) satisfies the defining equation of w(Hγ(A)).
We can apply the same reasoning to the hyperplanes HB ∈ CΦfund−Gfund
and obtain that ϕ(HB) = w(Hγ(B)).
Now we want to prove the second part of the claim and, to do that, we
assume that θ ∈ Aut(PG(Φ)) sends PGfund to w(PGfund). It is sufficient to
show that w−1θ belongs to Aut(Φ). First we have to observe that, since w−1θ
sends HV onto itself and is an isometry, we have w
−1θ(δ) = δ. Now let us
consider a simple root α ∈ ∆ and let S be a nested set containing 〈α〉, so
that vS ∈ H〈α〉.
We observe that w−1θ(vS) belongs to PGfund ; it also belongs to Hβ, where
β is a simple root. In fact if we denote by F the facet of PGfund deter-
mined by a hyperplane HA with A ∈ Gfund (which corresponds to the pair
({e}, {V,A}) in the poset), and by F the facet of the permutonestohedron dif-
ferent from PGfund which contains F (and has corresponding pair in the poset
(WA, {V,A})), we notice that in F there are exactly |WA| (n−2)-dimensional
faces which belong to one of the nestohedra {w(PGfund)|w ∈ W}. As a con-
sequence, under our hypothesis, also the facet w−1θ(F ) has |WA| (n − 2)-
dimensional faces which belong to one of the nestohedra {w ∈ PGfund|w ∈
W}.
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Moreover we observe that A is the span of a simple root if and only if
|WA| = 2.
Therefore, in our case, we have A = 〈α〉 and w−1θ(F ) has two (n − 2)-
dimensional faces which belong to one of the nestohedra {w(PGfund)|w ∈ W}.
This means that w−1θ(F ) is a facet of PGfund determined by a hyperplane
HB with B = 〈β〉 where β is a simple root possibly equal to α.
Since w−1θ sends H〈α〉 onto H〈β〉 and is an isometry, we have w−1θ(δ〈α〉) =
δ〈β〉. From this, since w−1θ(δ) = δ and δ〈α〉 = 12α, δ〈β〉 =
1
2
β, it follows that
w−1θ(α) = β.
This means that w−1θ sends ∆ into itself.
Now, considering a two-dimensional subspace D ∈ Gfund and comparing
the cardinality ofWD andWw−1θ(D), we prove that two simple roots α and β
are orthogonal if and only if their images w−1θ(α) and w−1θ(β) are orthog-
onal. Moreover w−1θ preserves root lengths, since sends δ into itself and is
an isometry. These properties imply that w−1θ is an automorphism of the
Dynkin diagram.
Remark 17. If the root system Φ is equal to An, any W-invariant building
set is also Aut(Φ) invariant and satisfies the hypothesis of theorem 2.11. If
a building set is not Aut(Φ) invariant, we take G, the maximal subgroup of
Aut(Φ) which leaves G invariant, and the claim of Theorem 2.11 is still valid
with G instead of Aut(Φ).
The following theorem is about the choice of suitable lists and the equality
Aut(Φ) = Aut(PG(Φ)).
Theorem 2.12. Let G be Aut(Φ) invariant. There are infinite suitable lists
1 < 2 < · · · < n = a such that Aut(Φ) = Aut(PG(Φ)). More precisely,
once a is fixed, for all the possible suitable lists whose greatest number is a,
except at most for a finite number, we have Aut(Φ) = Aut(PG(Φ)).
Proof. We have to remember that the elements of Aut(PG(Φ)) are isometries
and, once a is fixed, all the choices, except for a finite number of cases, of the
other numbers i imply that the distance from the origin of HV is different
from the distance from the origin of the other defining hyperplanes. Therefore
Aut(PG(Φ)) leaves invariant the set of the nestohedra {wPGfund|w ∈ W} and
we can now apply Theorem 2.11.
We conclude this section giving another sufficient, non metric, condition
for Aut(PG(Φ)) = Aut(Φ). For any C ∈ CΦfund , let GC be the subgroup of
Aut(PG(Φ)) which leaves the facet determined by the hyperplane HC (or HC
invariant). We observe that WC ⊂ GC by construction.
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Corollary 2.13. Let G be Aut(Φ) invariant. If for every C ∈ CΦfund the au-
tomorphism group of the Dynkin diagram of Φ is not isomorphic to the group
GC, then we have Aut(PG(Φ)) = Aut(Φ). In particular if the automorphism
group of the Dynkin diagram of Φ is trivial, then Aut(PG(Φ)) = Aut(Φ) =W.
Proof. It is an immediate application of Theorem 2.11 since the subgroup of
Aut(PG(Φ)) which leaves PGfund invariant is, as we showed in the proof of The-
orem 2.11, the automorphism Γ of the Dynkin diagram. Let ϕ ∈ Aut(PG(Φ)),
then the subgroup of Aut(PG(Φ)) which leaves the facet ϕ(PGfund) invariant
is a conjugate of Γ and, under our hypothesis, this implies that ϕ(PGfund) is
one of the facets in {wPGfund|w ∈ W}. Now, the claim of Theorem 2.11 then
implies that Aut(PG(Φ)) = Aut(Φ).
Remark 18. The corollary above is easy to apply when Φ is irreducible, since
the automorphism group of the Dynkin diagram is small (see Table 1.2 for
the complete list) and it is easy to compare it with the group GC .
2.4 Examples
In this section we will show the construction of some 3-dimensional permu-
tonestohedra. We will describe how to obtain the equations for the selected
hyperplanes and we will show in the pictures how these hyperplanes intersect.
To generate the equations, we used the program described in Appendix
A and to create pictures we used Polymake [22] (see Appendix A).
Remark 19. As we can notice from Appendix A, to give the hyperplanes
equations in an easy way we decided that the 4 elements vector we have to
pass to the program is made by integers. For that reason, in the follow-
ing examples the equations are given using non integer values and then are
transformed to be used as data for the program we wrote.
2.4.1 The case A1 ×A1 ×A1
The simplest 3D example of permutonestohedron is A1 × A1 × A1. This
root system is reducible and we have {α1} as a base for each A1. To make
it clearer, we call the elements of the base for A1 × A1 × A1 respectively
{α1, α2, α3}.
The first step is to compute the vector δ, (see Example 9 and Example
16):
δ =
1
2
α1 +
1
2
α2 +
1
2
α3
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and from this we obtain the hyperplane HV
HV =
1
2
α1 +
1
2
α2 +
1
2
α3 ≤ a⇒ α1 + α2 + α3 ≤ 2a
We put a = 100, then we see how the Weyl group acts on the chambers
and on HV . We obtain the result shown in Figure 2.2.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: (a) a view of the hyperplane HV for A1×A1×A1 and his images
under the action of the Weyl group of this root system; (b) a view of the
fundamental chamber.
Now we have to compute the vectors δαi , for i = 1, 2, 3. We can observe
that for this root system we have only one type of equation, that is:
δ − pi〈αi〉 = δ〈αi〉 =
1
2
αi +
1
2
αj +
1
2
αk − 1
2
αi
where i, j, k = 1, 2, 3. So we can compute, for example, δ〈α1〉
δ − pi〈αi,αj〉 = δ〈α1〉 =
1
2
α1 +
1
2
α2 +
1
2
α3 − 1
2
α1 =
1
2
α2 +
1
2
α3
and, using the program described in Appendix A, we can obtain the other
two permuting the coordinates.
In the same way, we compute, as an example, δ〈α1,α2〉 and we permute its
coordinates to obtain the other hyperplanes δ〈αi,αj〉:
δ〈α1,α2〉 =
1
2
α1 +
1
2
α2 +
1
2
α3 − 1
2
α1 − 1
2
α2 =
1
2
α3
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Now, the hyperplane H〈α1〉 is:
H〈α1〉 =
1
2
α2 +
1
2
α3 ≤ a− 1 ⇒ α2 + α3 ≤ 2(a− 1)
and the hyperplane H〈α1,α2〉 is:
H〈α1,α2〉 =
1
2
α3 ≤ a− 2 ⇒ α3 ≤ 2(a− 2)
We need now to find i. Using the Equation 1.3, we obtain that in this
case:
a ≥ 2 · 1
2
· 22 = 22
and for 2 we obtain the same result:
2 ≥ 21
2
· 21 = 21
We put 1 = 5, and we obtain in this way:
H〈α1〉 =
1
2
α2 +
1
2
α3 ≤ 190
and the picture that results, after the action of the Weyl group, is the one in
Figure 2.3
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: (a) cuts on Figure 2.2 made by hyperplanes H〈αi〉 and their
images under the action of the Weyl group; (b) the same image viewed from
the fundamental chamber.
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To conclude, we put 2 = 30 and we obtain:
H〈α1,α2〉 =
1
2
α3 ≤ 140
The figure we obtain at this step is the permutonestohedron we were
looking for. In this case, the nestohedron inside the chamber is an hexagon.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: Two images of the permutonestohedron we were looking for: in
(a) we can see how it changes under the cuts of the hyperplanes H〈αi,αj〉 and
their images under the action of the Weyl group; in (b) we have the picture
of the permutonestohedron and the nestohedron inside the Weyl chamber.
2.4.2 The cases B3 min and B3 max
Let us now focus on an irreducible root system, B3 and construct both the
minimal and maximal permutonestohedra.
Also in this case we have 3 elements in the base ∆ = {β1, β2, β3}, with
β1 = e1 − e2, β2 = e2 − e3 and β3 = e3. As we know from Table 1.2, this
root system has 9 positive roots, which are: Φ+ = {e1 − e2, e2 − e3, e3, e1 −
e3, e1 + e2, e1 + e3, e2 + e3, e2, e1}.
Now, we can compute δ:
δ =
5
2
β1 + 4β2 +
9
2
β3
and then HV :
HV = 5x1 + 3x2 + x3 ≤ 2a
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We choose a = 900 and we compute the convex hull of the hyperplane HV
and its images under the action of the Weyl group, as it is shown in Figure
2.5.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: (a) a picture of the convex hull of the images of HV under the
action of the Weyl group; (b) the same picture, seen from the fundamental
chamber.
Since in this root system we have three different roots, we have also three
different equations for δ〈βi〉, for i = 1, 2, 3.
Fortunately, for the case of pi〈βi〉 we have only one case:
pi〈βi〉 =
1
2
βi
and we have to compute δ − pi〈βi〉
Let us start computing them:
δ〈β1〉 =
5
2
β1 + 4β2 +
9
2
β3 − 1
2
β1 = 2β1 + 4β2 +
9
2
β3
δ〈β2〉 =
5
2
β1 + 4β2 +
9
2
β3 − 1
2
β2 =
5
2
β1 +
7
2
β2 +
9
2
β3
δ〈β3〉 =
5
2
β1 + 4β2 +
9
2
β3 − 1
2
β3 =
5
2
β1 + 4β2 + 4β3
Now we have also to compute the three different equations for δ〈βi,βj〉, for
i, j = 1, 2, 3.
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To do that, we have to consider the fact that, when we subtract two roots
of the base, we also subtract the subspace generated by them. We can see
from the Cartan matrices (see Example 7) that for B3 we have two different
cases (see [23] to find the Cartan matrix for the case Bn):
• the two root subsystems 〈β1, β2〉 and 〈β2, β3〉 are a B2, and then we
have:
pi〈β1,β2〉 = β1 + β2
pi〈β2,β3〉 =
3
2
β2 + 2β3
• in case 〈β1, β3〉 we have that the subsystem is of type A1 ×A1 and we
have:
pi〈β1,β3〉 =
1
2
β1 +
1
2
β3
Now we have to subtract them to the equation for δ and we obtain:
δ〈β1,β2〉 =
3
2
β1 + 3β2 +
9
2
β3
δ〈β2,β3〉 =
5
2
β1 +
5
2
β2 +
5
2
β3
δ〈β1,β3〉 = 2β1 + 4β2 + 4β3
Now, as in the Example 2.4.1, we have to compute 1 and 2. Using Equa-
tion 1.3, we know that we have always to consider the maximal coefficient
in δ, which in our case is 9
2
, and the minimal coefficient in pi〈βi〉, that in our
case is 1
2
, then we have:
a > 2 · 9 · 2
For 1 it is a little more complex, since we have 3 equations for δ〈βi〉 and
also 3 for pi〈βi〉 and we need to take the maximal among these three numbers.
Then we have that:
2 > 8 · 1
Therefore we pose 2 = 45 and 1 = 5.
Then we start computing H〈βi〉 for every i = 1, 2, 3.
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H〈β1〉 = 2β1 + 4β2 +
9
2
β3 ⇒ 4x1 + 4x2 + x3 ≤ 2(a− 1) = 1790
then permuting and changing sign to every coordinate (see Appendix A), we
obtain the following picture:
(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: (a) the cut of the hyperplane H〈β1〉 under the action of the Weyl
group; (b) the same picture viewed from the fundamental chamber.
In the same way we compute H〈β2〉 and we obtain Figure 2.7:
H〈β2〉 =
5
2
β1 +
7
2
β2 +
9
2
β3 ⇒ 5x1 + 2x2 + 2x3 ≤ 2(a− 1) = 1790
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.7: (a) the cut of the hyperplane H〈β2〉 under the action of the Weyl
group; (b) the same picture viewed from the fundamental chamber.
For H〈β3〉 we obtain the following equation and Figure 2.8:
H〈β3〉 =
5
2
β1 + 4β2 + 4β3 ⇒ 5x1 + 3x2 ≤ 2(a− 2) = 1790
(a) (b)
Figure 2.8: (a) the cut of the hyperplane H〈β3〉 under the action of the Weyl
group; (b) the same picture viewed from the fundamental chamber.
Now we have to consider the two cases of H〈βi,βj〉 that are identical in
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both the minimal an maximal cases.
We compute H〈β1,β2〉 and we obtain Figure 2.9:
H〈β1,β2〉 =
3
2
β1 + 3β2 +
9
2
β3 ⇒ 3x1 + 3x2 + 3x3 ≤ 2(a− 2) = 1710
(a) (b)
Figure 2.9: (a) the cut of the hyperplane H〈β1,β2〉 under the action of the
Weyl group; (b) the same picture viewed from the fundamental chamber.
For H〈β2,β3〉 we obtain Figure 2.10:
H〈β2,β3〉 =
5
2
β1 +
5
2
β2 +
5
2
β3 ⇒ 5x1 ≤ 2(a− 2) = 1790,
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: (a) the cut of the hyperplane H〈β2,β3〉 under the action of the
Weyl group; (b) the same picture viewed from the fundamental chamber.
Now we have two cases, depending on the choice of the building set. The
first is the minimal case, in which we have that 〈β1, β3〉 does not belong to
the building set. This is the first example we found of a hyperplane of kind
HB. The equation is:
H〈β1,β3〉 = 2β1 + 4β2 + 4β3 ⇒ 4x1 + 4x2 ≤ 2(a− 21) = 1780
and we obtain Figure 2.11.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.11: (a) the permutonestohedron for the case B3 min after the last
cut; (b) the same picture, viewed from the fundamental chamber. We notice
that the nestohedron in this case is a pentagon.
Now we consider the same hyperplane as part of the building set we chose.
This is the case of B3 max and we obtain:
H〈β1,β3〉 = 2β1 + 4β2 + 4β3 ⇒ 4x1 + 4x2 ≤ 2(a− 2) = 1710
that origins Figure 2.12.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.12: (a) the permutonestohedron for the case B3 max after the last
cut; (b) the same picture, viewed from the fundamental chamber. We notice
that the nestohedron in this case is a hexagon.
Remark 20. We remark the difference between Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12.
In the first case, (B3 min), the nestohedron inside the fundamental chamber
is a pentagon, that is the two dimensional Stasheff associahedron. In the
second case (B3 max), we can see that the nestohedron inside the fundamental
chamber is an hexagon, i.e. the two dimensional permutohedron.
2.4.3 The cases C3 min and C3 max
This case is similar to the previous, then we will only put the equations,
without explaining the process.
The base is ∆ = {γ1, γ2, γ3}, with γ1 = e1 − e2, γ2 = e2 − e3 and
γ3 = 2e3. We know that we have 9 positive roots, that are: {e1 − e2, e2 −
e3, 2e3, 2e2, 2e1, e1 − e3, e1 + e2, e2 + e3, e1 + e3}, and then we can compute δ
as follows:
δ = 3γ1 + 5γ2 + 3γ3 ⇒ 3x1 + 2x2 + 3x3
and, choosing a = 1000, HV is:
HV = 3x1 + 2x2 + x3 ≤ a = 1000
and we obtain Figure 2.13.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.13: (a) the convex hull of HV under the action of the Weyl group;
(b) the same convex hull viewed from the fundamental chamber.
We have that pi〈γi〉 are the same for every i = 1, 2, 3:
pi〈γi〉 =
1
2
αi
Then we compute δ〈γi〉:
δ〈γ1〉 = δ − pi〈γ1〉 =
5
2
γ1 + 5γ2 + 3γ3
δ〈γ2〉 = δ − pi〈γ2〉 = 3γ1 +
9
2
γ2 + 3γ3
δ〈γ3〉 = δ − pi〈γ3〉 = 3γ1 + 5γ2 +
5
2
γ3
The 3 subspaces pi〈γi,γj〉 are:
pi〈γ1,γ2〉 = γ1 + γ2
pi〈γ2,γ3〉 = 2γ2 +
3
2
γ3
pi〈γ1,γ3〉 =
1
2
γ1 +
1
2
γ3
We compute δ〈γi,γj〉:
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δ〈γ1,γ2〉 = δ − pi〈γ1,γ2〉 = 2γ1 + 4γ2 + 3γ3
δ〈γ2,γ3〉 = δ − pi〈γ2,γ3〉 = 3γ1 + 3γ2 +
3
2
γ3
δ〈γ1,γ3〉 = δ − pi〈γ1,γ3〉 =
5
2
γ1 + 5γ2
5
2
γ3
We find out that:
a > 202
and
2 > 81
With 2 = 45 and 1 = 5 we have that:
H〈γ1〉 = 5x1 + 5x2 + 2x3 ≤ 2(a− 1) = 1990
(a) (b)
Figure 2.14: (a) the cut of the hyperplane H〈γ1〉 under the action of the Weyl
group; (b) the same picture viewed from the fundamental chamber.
H〈γ2〉 = 6x1 + 3x2 + 3x3 ≤ 2(a− 1) = 1990
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.15: (a) the cut of the hyperplane H〈γ2〉 under the action of the Weyl
group; (b) the same picture viewed from the fundamental chamber.
H〈γ3〉 = 6x1 + 4x2 ≤ 2(a− 1) = 1990
(a) (b)
Figure 2.16: (a) the cut of the hyperplane H〈γ3〉 under the action of the Weyl
group; (b) the same picture viewed from the fundamental chamber.
H〈γ1,γ2〉 = 2x1 + 2x2 + 2x3 ≤ a− 2 = 1910
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.17: (a) the cut of the hyperplane H〈γ1,γ2〉 under the action of the
Weyl group; (b) the same picture viewed from the fundamental chamber.
H〈γ2,γ3〉 = 6x1 ≤ 2(a− 2) = 1910
(a) (b)
Figure 2.18: (a) the cut of the hyperplane H〈γ2,γ3〉 under the action of the
Weyl group; (b) the same picture viewed from the fundamental chamber.
Now we construct the permutonestohedron in the case of the minimal
building set and we obtain Figure 2.19
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H〈γ1,γ3〉 = 5x1 + 5x2 ≤ 2(a− 21) = 1980
(a) (b)
Figure 2.19: (a) the permutonestohedron obtained with the minimal building
set for C3; (b) the same permutonestohedron, viewed from the fundamental
chamber.
Now we consider the maximal building set and we obtain Figure 2.20:
H〈γ1,γ3〉 = 5x1 + 5x2 ≤ 2(a− 2) = 1910
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.20: (a) the permutonestohedron obtained with the maximal building
set for C3; (b) the same permutonestohedron, viewed from the fundamental
chamber.
Remark 21. Since the root system of type Cn can be read as the dual of
the root system of type Bn (see [23] p.64), these two root systems have the
same Weyl group, and the same W-invariant building sets. Therefore, once
a building set G is fixed, the permutonestohedra that we obtain from these
two root arrangements are combinatorially equivalent (see Figure 2.21).
(a) (b)
Figure 2.21: (a) the maximal permutonestohedron of type B3; (b) the max-
imal permutonestohedron of type C3. We notice that they are very similar:
they are combinatorially equivalent.
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2.4.4 The cases B2 ×A1 min and B2 ×A1 max
Now we consider another case of reducible root system: B2 ×A1. The base
for this root system is ∆ = {β1, β2, α1}.
In this case we have that the Weyl group is the product of the two different
Weyl groups of B2 and A1 and it permutes and changes sign to the base of
B2 and changes the sign to α1. To see the changes of the algorithm that
computes the equations, see Appendix A.
Now we start computing δ:
δ = 2β1 +
3
2
β2 +
1
2
α1
and HV is:
HV = x1 + 3x2 + x3 ≤ 2a
We put a = 130 and we have Figure 2.22:
HV = x1 + 3x2 + x3 ≤ 260.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.22: (a) the convex hull of the hyperplane HV and its images under
the action of the Weyl group; (b) another view of the same construction.
The equations for pi〈β1〉, pi〈β2〉, pi〈α1〉 are:
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pi〈β1〉 =
1
2
β1
pi〈β2〉 =
1
2
β2
pi〈α1〉 =
1
2
α1
and we obtain, subtracting them from δ:
δ〈β1〉 =
3
2
β1 +
3
2
β2 +
1
2
α1
δ〈β2〉 = 2β1 + β2 +
1
2
α1
δ〈α1〉 = 2β1 +
3
2
β2
Then we have:
pi〈β1,β2〉 = 2β1 +
3
2
β2
pi〈β1,α1〉 =
1
2
β1 +
1
2
α1
pi〈β2,α1〉 =
1
2
β2 +
1
2
α1.
We subtract them from δ and we obtain:
δ〈β1,β2〉 = α1
δ〈β1,α1〉 =
3
2
β1 +
3
2
β2
δ〈β2,α1〉 = 2β1 + β2
We have to compute 1 and 2, that in this case are:
a > 82
and
2 > 21
We put 1 = 5 and 2 = 15 and then we have:
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H〈β1〉 =
3
2
β1 +
3
2
β2 +
1
2
α1 ⇒ 3x1 + x3 ≤ 2(a− 1) = 250
(see Figure 2.23).
(a) (b)
Figure 2.23: (a) the cut of the hyperplane H〈β1〉 under the action of the Weyl
group; (b) the same picture viewed from another point of view.
H〈β2〉 = 2β1 + β2 +
1
2
α1 ⇒ 2x1 + 2x2 + x3 ≤ 2(a− 1) = 250
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.24: (a) the cut of the hyperplane H〈β2〉 under the action of the Weyl
group; (b) the same picture viewed from another point of view.
H〈α1〉 = 2β1 +
3
2
β2 ⇒ x1 + 3x2 ≤ 2(a− 1) = 250
(a) (b)
Figure 2.25: (a) the cut of the hyperplane H〈α1〉 under the action of the Weyl
group; (b) the same picture viewed from another point of view.
H〈β1,β2〉 = α1 ⇒ 2x3 ≤ 2(a− 2) = 230
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.26: (a) the cut of the hyperplane H〈β1,β2〉 under the action of the
Weyl group; (b) the same picture viewed from another point of view.
H〈β2,α1〉 =
3
2
β1 +
3
2
β2 ⇒ 3x2 ≤ 2(a+ 2) = 230
(a) (b)
Figure 2.27: (a) the cut of the hyperplane H〈β2,α1〉 under the action of the
Weyl group; (b) the same picture viewed from another point of view.
The permutonestohedron obtained from the minimal building set:
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H〈β1,α1〉 = 2β1 + β2 ⇒ 2x1 + 2x2 ≤ 2(a− 21) = 240
(a) (b)
Figure 2.28: (a) the permutonestohedron obtained from the minimal building
set for B2 ×A1; (b) another view of the same permutonestohedron.
The permutonestohedron obtained from the maximal building set for B2×
A1:
H〈β2,α1〉 = 2β1 + β2 ≤ 2(a− 2) = 230
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.29: (a) the permutonestohedron obtained from the maximal building
set for B2 ×A1; (b) another view of the same permutonestohedron.
2.5 Counting faces
In this section we want to compute the f -vector of the minimal and the maxi-
mal permutonestohedron associated to the root systemAn−1, i.e. PFAn−1 (An−1)
and PCAn−1 (An−1).
We need to introduce the following notation. For any positive integer n,
let us denote by Λn the set of partitions of n and by λ ∈ Λn its elements.
We also denote by l(λ) the number of parts of λ and we can write λ =
(λ1, λ2, . . . , λl(λ)) that can also be written as λ =
∏
1≤i≤n i
mi , which means
that in λ the number i appears mi times. Then we put
w(λ) =
l(λ)!∏
1≤i≤nmi!
There is a bijective correspondence between the elements of FAn−1 and
the subsets of {1, 2, . . . , n} of cardinality at least two: if A⊥ is described by
the equation xi1 = xi2 = · · · = xik , then we represent A ∈ FAn−1 by the
set {i1, i2, . . . , ik}. It is also possible to establish a bijective correspondence
between the maximal building set CAn−1 and the unordered partition of the
set {1, . . . , n} in which at least one part has more than one element.
Example 17. An example of this correspondence can be {1, 3, 7}, {2}, {4, 6},
{5, 8}, which is the subspace B ∈ CA7 of dimension 4 such that B⊥ is de-
scribed by the system of equations x1 = x3 = x7, x4 = x6, x5 = x8.
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Now we can associate to each partition of {1, . . . , n}, considering the
cardinality of its parts, a partition in Λn. In this way we are associating each
subspace B of CAn−1 to a partition λ ∈ Λn and we say that the subspace B
has the form λ ∈ Λn.
Example 18. Using B as in Example 17, we can associate to it the partition
λ ∈ Λn, λ = (3, 2, 2, 1).
Theorem 2.14. For every 0 ≤ k ≤ n−2 the number of faces of codimension
k + 1 of the minimal permutonestohedron PFAn−1 (An−1) is
∑
λ∈Λn, l(λ)≥2+k
w(λ)
n!
λ1!λ2! · · ·λl(λ)!
[
1
k + 1
(
l(λ)− 2
k
)(
l(λ) + k
k
)]
(2.6)
Proof. Let us denote by G, for brevity, the minimal building set FAn−1 . As a
first step we consider the faces represented in the poset by the pairs (σH, S)
such that the sum of the minimal subspaces of S, which are non trivially
labelled, has the form λ for a fixed λ ∈ Λn. It is immediate to check that
there are w(λ) choices of a set of minimal subspaces with this property in
Gfund.
We then notice that, if S ′ is the complement in S to the subset given
by V and by the non trivially labelled minimal subspaces, the codimension
of the face represented by (σH, S) is equal to |S ′| + 1. So once the set of
minimal non trivially labelled subspaces is fixed (with the form λ), we have
to count in how many ways it is possible to complete this set of subspaces to
a nested set S adding V and k other subspaces in Gfund.
This is equivalent to finding the number of distinct parenthesizations
with k couples of parentheses of an ordered list of l(λ) distinct elements.
This number was computed by Cayley in [6] and is equal to
1
k + 1
(
l(λ)− 2
k
)(
l(λ) + k
k
)
To finish our proof it is sufficient to observe that the number of faces
represented by the pairs (σH, S), once S and H are fixed, is equal to the
index of H in W , which in our case is n!
λ1!λ2!···λl(λ)! .
Remark 22. For the vertices, which are faces of codimension n−1, the Equa-
tion 2.6 specializes, to Cn−1n!, with Cn−1 the Catalan number 1n
(
2n−2
n−1
)
.
Theorem 2.15. For every 0 ≤ k ≤ n−2, the number of faces of codimension
k + 1 of the maximal permutonestohedron PCAn−1 (An−1) is:
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∑
λ∈Λn, l(λ)≥2+k
w(λ)
n!
λ1!λ2! · · ·λl(λ)!
 ∑
1<j1<···<jk<l(λ)=jk+1
k∏
i=1
(
ji+1 − 1
ji − 1
) (2.7)
Proof. Let us denote by G, for brevity, the maximal building set CAn−1 . As
in the first part of the proof of the preceding theorem, we observe that, given
λ ∈ Λn, there are w(λ) subspaces in Gfund whose form is λ. So, since λ is
fixed, we have w(λ) ways to choose a minimal non-trivially labelled subspace
whose form is λ. Now we have to count in how many ways it is possible to
complete this subspace to a nested set S adding V and k other subspaces
in Gfund. Since the nested sets in this maximal case are linearly ordered
by inclusion, we can do this in k steps. At the first step we have to add a
subspace which contains the minimal one, which is equivalent to split into
jk parts (with 1 < jk < l(λ)) an ordered list of l(λ) distinct elements. Then
at the second step we have to add a subspace which contains the one added
at the first step, which is equivalent to split into jk−1 (with 1 < jk−1 < jk)
parts an ordered list of jk distinct elements. This process is successful if we
manage to complete k steps of this kind and this happens in
∑
1<jk<l(λ)=jk+1
k∏
t=1
(
ji+1 − 1
ji − 1
)
different ways, where the sum ranges over all the possible lists of k numbers
ji that satisfy the required inequalities. The claim then follows, as in the
preceding theorem, by counting the index of the group given by the non
trivial label.
Remark 23. For the vertices of PCAn−1 (An−1), the formula of Equation 2.7
becomes (n− 1)!n!.
Chapter 3
Group actions on nested sets
3.1 The Sn+1 action in the case An−1
There is a well known action of the symmetric group Sn+1 on the nested
sets of FAn−1 . This comes from the isomorphism of the model YFAn−1 (see
Chapter 4, Section 4.1) with the moduli space of (n+ 1)-pointed real stable
curves of genus 0.
We want to describe an extension of this action to a subset of the face
poset of the minimal permutonestohedron of type An−1, i.e. of Kapranov’s
permutoassociahedron.
We have to enlarge the base ∆ to a base for An, adding the root α0,
and we obtain the base ∆ = {α0, α1, . . . , αn−1}. Now we consider the set
∆˜ = {α˜, α0, α1, . . . , αn−1}, which is the set of roots that appears in the
affine diagram of An−1. Here we added α˜, which is minus the maximal root
described in Lemma 1.15. The set ∆˜ is then as in Figure 3.1.
α˜
α0 α1 α2 α3 αn
Figure 3.1: The set ∆˜ for the irreducible root system An−1.
Now we identify in the standard way Sn+1 with the group which permutes
the set {0, 1, . . . , n} and s0 with the transposition (0, 1). Therefore Sn is the
subgroup generated by {s1, s2, . . . , sn−1} which is identified with the subgroup
which permutes {1, 2, . . . , n}.
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Definition 3.1. We denote by CYFAn−1 the union of the nestohedra⋃
σ∈Sn
σPFAn−1fund
According with Gaiffi [19] (and Callegaro and Gaiffi [3]), we want to define
a Sn+1 action on the face poset of CYAn−1fund .
Let us consider the nested set S = {V,A1, . . . , Ak, B1, . . . , Bl} of FAn−1fund
and the permutation σ ∈ Sn+1. We denote by C the cyclic subgroup gener-
ated by (0, 1, . . . , n) and by w = (0, 1, . . . , n)r the only element of the coset
σC which fixes 0.
Let us suppose that, if we write the subspaces Aj and Bi with respect to
the base ∆, we have that some of the roots contained in σAj have α0 in their
support while this doesn’t happen for subspaces σBi. Then we denote with
Aj the subspace generated by all the roots of ∆˜ which are orthogonal to Aj.
We put:
σ(e, S) = (w, {V, . . . , w−1σAj, s, w−1σBs})
which is the first step in the description of the Sn+1 action; the action can
then be extended to a Sn+1 action on the full face poset of CYFAn−1 by
imposing that σ maps the face (γ, S), with γ ∈ Sn, to the face σγ(e, S).
Example 19. Let us consider in CYFA6 the face
(e, {V,A})
with A = 〈α2, α3〉 and let us compute (0, 1, 2)(e, {V,A}).
α˜
α0 α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6
A
Figure 3.2: the subspace A in A6.
Since (0, 1, 2)α2 = α0 + α1 + α2, we have to consider the subspace A and
then we rotate our subspaces clockwise so that α2 goes to α0.
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α˜
α0 α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6
A
A
Figure 3.3: is the space A; is the space A.
This rotation maps A to 〈α3, α4, α5, α6〉. Then we have
(0, 1, 2)(e, {V,A}) = ((0, 1, 2)(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)2, {V, 〈α3, α4, α5, α6〉}).
α˜
α0 α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6
Figure 3.4: The rotation maps A to 〈α3, α4, α5, α6〉
Remark 24. The above described action of Sn+1 on CYFAn−1 is not an isom-
etry and two nestohedra which lie in adjacent Weyl chambers may be sent in
two chambers which are distant from each other. Therefore Sn+1 acts only on
the face poset of CYFAn−1 and it dosn’t act on the full permutonestohedron.
Remark 25. It would be interesting to ask if this Sn+1 action could be gen-
eralized to the case of other irreducible root systems. As a critical point we
remark that the diagram of ∆˜ contains a cycle only in the An−1 case (see
Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5: The diagrams of the affine root systems ∆˜. In green we can see
the root α˜, in yellow the roots of the base ∆ of the root systems.
We notice that the presence of a cycle in the diagram is essential for the
action we described.
It is possible to describe this action also in the language of lists. First,
we add 0 to all the parenthesized lists that describe the face poset:
Example 20. If we take the face
{1, 2}, 3, {4, 5, 6}, 7
we have
0, {1, 2}, 3, {4, 5, 6}, 7
Now we identify Sn+1 with the group which permutes the numbers 0, 1, . . . , n.
Let us see how the transposition σ(0, 1) acts.
• (0, 1) permutes 0 and 1 in the list:
(0, 1)(0, {1, 2}, 3, {4, 5, 6}, 7) = 1, {0, 2}, 3, {4, 5, 6}, 7
and we obtain a list which is not valid because it does not start with 0;
• we read it cyclically starting from 0:
{0, 2}, 3, {4, 5, 6}, 7, 1
which is not a face of CYFA6 because a couple of parentheses contains
0;
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• we substitute the parenthesis {0, 2} with its complement {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 1},
which contains all the other elements of the list. As a result, we obtain
(0, 1)(0, {1, 2}, 3, {4, 5, 6}, 7) = 0, 2, {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 1}, 3, {4, 5, 6}, 7, 1 =
= 0, 2, {3, {4, 5, 6}, 7, 1}
which is a face of CYFA6 which does not lie in the fundamental chamber.
3.2 The Sn+k action
On the nested sets of FAn−1 we have also the action of a group bigger than
Sn+1. This was remarked by Gaiffi in [20] (and also follows from a previous
remark on trees of Erdo¨s and Szeke´ly in [14]).
As we already know from Subsection 1.4.1, it is possible to associate a
parenthesization of the ordered list {1, 2, . . . , n} to a nested set in FAn−1fund .
We consider P2({1,2, . . . ,n}), which is the subset of the power set
P({1, 2, . . . , n}) such that the cardinality of the elements is greater then or
equal to 2.
Let us give a combinatorial description of FAn−1 by associating to the
subspace orthogonal to {xi1 = xi2 = · · · = xik} the subset {i1, i2, . . . ik}.
Therefore a nested set S can be interpreted as a set of subsets of cardinality
≥ 2 with the following properties: if A and B are in S, then they are disjoint
or one is included in the other. We denote by S2(n,k) the set of nested sets
S ⊂ P2({1, 2, . . . , n}) such that |S| = k.
Now, for all i ∈ Z and k ∈ N, we denote by [i, i+k] the interval of integers
{i, i+ 1, . . . , i+ k} and we define the following partial strict ordering:
Definition 3.2. Given two intervals I, J in P2({1, . . . , n}), we say that I < J
if, called i and j the minimal element in I and in J , we have that i < j.
The following theorem gives a bijection between S2(n, k) and the set
T2(n + k− 1,k), that is the set of partitions of the interval [1, . . . , n+ k− 1]
in k parts of cardinality grater than or equal to 2.
Theorem 3.3. Let us consider two integers n, k with n ≥ 2, n− 1 ≥ k ≥ 1.
There is a bijection between S2(n, k) and the set T2(n+ k − 1, k).
Proof. We want to represent the nested set S ∈ S2(n, k) with an oriented
rooted tree on n leaves labelled by the numbers 1, 2, . . . , n. To do this, we
have to consider the set S˜ = S∪{1}∪{2}∪ . . .∪{n} and the tree will be the
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Hasse diagram of S˜ viewed as a poset by the inclusion relation: the root is
{1, 2, . . . , n} and the orientation goes from the root to the leaves, that are the
vertices {1}, {2}, . . . , {n} labelled respectively by the numbers 1, 2, . . . , n.
We can partition the tree into levels, where level 0 contains the leaves and
level j is made by the vertices v such that the maximal length of an oriented
path that connects v to a leaf is j. Now we notice that, since the nested set
has k elements, there are k internal vertices, including the root, and we can
label them in the following way: we suppose that in the first level we have
q vertices, which correspond to q elements of the nested set S2(n, k), and we
can use Definition 3.2 to totally order them. Then we label them, from the
minimum to the maximum, with the labels from n+1 to n+q and we repeat
this operation for each level, till we reach the root, which will be labelled
with the label n + k. We obtain in this way an oriented labelled tree. At
least two edges of the tree stem from each internal vertex.
Now we are ready to associate to such a tree a partition in T2(n+k−1, k)
assigning to every internal vertex v, including the root, the set of labels of
the vertices covered by v.
To make this construction clear, see Figure 3.6.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9
10
11
Figure 3.6: A nested set S with 4 elements in P2({1, 2, . . . , 7}):
S = {{1, 2}, {1, 2, 3, 4}, {6, 7}, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}} and its associ-
ated oriented rooted tree and its associated partition in T2(11, 4):
{1, 2}, {6, 7}, {8, 3, 4}, {10, 5, 9}.
We described in this way a map φ : S2(n, k) → T2(n + k − 1, k) and we
have to describe its inverse.
We have to consider the partition P in T2(n + k − 1, k) with k > 1. We
observe that, since there are k parts in the partition, at least one of this parts
is a subset of [1, n]. Let A˜1, A˜2, . . . , A˜i, with i ≤ k − 1, be the parts that are
subsets of [1, n], and we index these sets according to the ordering described
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in Definition 3.2.
Now, if i = k − 1, the set S = {{1, 2, . . . , n}, A˜1, A˜2, . . . , A˜i} is the only
one nested set in S2(n, k) such that φ(S) = P . We observe that in the tree
associated with this nested set, the vertices in level 1 correspond to the set
A˜1, A˜2, . . . , A˜i.
If i < k− 1 we notice that at least one of the remaining k− i parts in the
initial partition P is a subset of the complement of [n − i − 1, n + k − 1] in
[1, n+ k − 1], since the set [n+ i− 1, n+ k − 1] has cardinality k − i− 1.
Let us then denote by Ai+1, . . . , Ai+s (with 1 ≤ s ≤ k − 1 − i) these
remaining parts included in the complement of [n + i + 1, n + k − 1]. For
every t = 1, . . . , s we associate to An+t the set
A˜i+t = (Ai+t ∩ [1, n]) ∪
⋃
h∈Ai+t∩[n+1,n+i]
A˜h−n.
The indices have been chosen in such a way that, according to the ordering
of Definition 3.2, we have A˜i+1 < A˜i+2 < . . . < A˜i+s.
Now, if i+s = k−1 the process stops, and the set S = {{1, 2, . . . , n}, A˜1,
A˜2, . . . , A˜i, A˜i+1, A˜i+2, . . . A˜i+s} is the only one nested set in S2(n, k) such that
φ(S) = P . We observe that, in the tree associated with this nested set, the
vertices in level 1 correspond to the sets A˜1, A˜2, . . . , A˜i and the vertices in
level 2 correspond to the sets A˜i+1, A˜i+2, . . . , A˜i+s.
If i + s < k − 1 we can continue and we can construct, level after level,
the only one nested set in S2(n, k) such that φ(S) = P .
We can generalize this construction for a list of distinct numbers a1, a2, . . . ,
an with n ≥ 2.
Definition 3.4. Given n ≥ 2, let us consider a list of distinct numbers
a1, a2, . . . , an and a parenthesization of a1, a2, . . . , an that includes the max-
imal couple of parentheses (a1, a2, . . . , an) and such that every couple of
parentheses contains at least two numbers. We will call this parenthe-
sization a nested set of the list a1, a2, . . . , an and we will denote by
S2((a1, a2, . . . , an), k) the set whose elements are the nested sets S of the list
a1, . . . , an with |S| = k. Furthermore, we will denote by OS2((a1, a2, . . . , an),
k) the set:
OS2((a1, a2, . . . , an), k) =
⋃
σ∈Sn
S2((aσ(1), aσ(2), . . . , aσ(n)), k).
Remark 26. We observe that if {a1, a2, . . . , an} = {1, 2, . . . , n} we can as-
sociate to a nested set of the list a1, a2, . . . , an, a set of [1, n] in an obvious
way.
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Definition 3.5. An internally ordered k-partition (k ≥ 2) of all finite
sets X is given by:
• an unordered partition P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pk} of X into k parts;
• a complete ordering of the elements of Pi (1 ≥ i ≥ k).
If the cardinality of all the subsets P1, P2, . . . , Pk is greater than or equal
to 2, we say that the internally ordered partition is admissible.
Theorem 3.6. Let us consider two integers n, k with n ≥ 2, n− 1 ≥ k ≥ 1.
There is a bijection between OS2((1, 2, . . . , n), k) and the set IT 2(n+k−1, k)
of admissible internally ordered k-partitions of [1, n+ k − 1].
Proof. Let us put a1 = 1, a2 = 2, . . . , an = n. Starting from a nested set S
in S2((aσ(1), aσ(2), . . . , aσ(n)), k), we can construct, in a similar way as in the
proof of Theorem 3.3, an oriented rooted labelled tree.
There is only one difference between this construction and the one de-
scribed in Theorem 3.3. We draw the leaves labelled by aσ(1), aσ(2), . . . , aσ(n)
from left to right and, since we are dealing with a nested set of this list, in
the picture of the tree no two of the edges intersect in their interiors.
Finally we construct an internally ordered admissible k-partition of [1, n+
k − 1] according to the following rule: the parts P1, . . . , Pk of the partition
are produced by the internal vertices of the tree. The part Pi is obtained
from the vertices labelled by n + i and it is an ordered set constructed in
this way: if, from left to right, the vertices covered by the vertex labelled by
n + i are labelled by b1, b2, . . . , br, then Pi is the set {b1, b2, . . . , br} ordered
by b1 ≺ b2 ≺ . . . ≺ br.
We described in this way a map Γ : OS2((1, 2, . . . , n), k)→ IT 2(n+ k −
1, k). The inverse map is constructed by associating a tree to an internally
ordered admissible k-partition {P1, P2, . . . , Pk} of [1, n + k − 1]. The idea is
essentially the same as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, with the only difference
that we keep into account the internal orderings of the sets P1, . . . , Pk and
we draw the edges from left to right according to this ordering. At the end
we produce a nested set of a permutation of the list 1, 2, . . . , n.
We observe that the bijection of Theorem 3.6 induces a Sn+k−1 action on
OS2((1, 2, . . . , n), k).
We give an example of this action in the case A6.
Example 21. Let us consider the nested set of the list (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7):
{{1, 2}, {3, 4}, {3, 4, 5}, {6, 7}, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}}. We construct the labelled
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tree associated to this nested set as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 (see Figure
3.7).
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10
11
12
Figure 3.7: The tree obtained from the nested set:
{1, 2}, {3, 4}, {3, 4, 5}, {6, 7}, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}.
To associate a partition to this nested set, we have to start from the ver-
tices of level 1 and, for each node, we have to read the labels of the nodes cov-
ered by it. In this way we obtain the following element: {1, 2}, {3, 4}, {6, 7},
{9, 5}, {8, 11, 10}.
The element of S11 we choose is the following: σ = (1, 8)(3, 10). We obtain
as a result: {8, 2}, {10, 4}, {6, 7}, {9, 5}, {1, 11, 3}. The tree associated to this
partition appears in Figure 3.8).
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6 7
8
2
9
10
5 4
11
31
12
Figure 3.8: The tree obtained from the nested set
{1, 2}, {3, 4}, {3, 4, 5}, {6, 7}, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} after the action of
σ = (1, 8)(3, 10).
This tree is in turn associated to the nested set {{6, 7}, {6, 7, 2}, {6, 7, 2, 5},
{6, 7, 2, 5, 4}, {1, 6, 7, 2, 5, 4, 3}}.
The action of the symmetric group Sn+k−1 is not compatible with the
usual Sn action when n ≥ 5 and k > 3. In fact, if we embed Sn into Sn+k−1
in the way we described and then we restrict the Sn+k−1 action to Sn, we do
not obtain the usual Sn action. The action in Sn+k−1 is not a geometrical
action because we have to choose an ordering for the elements to construct
the labelled tree. The following Example 22 explains this remark.
Example 22. We can take a nested set of the following list (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6):
(1, 2, )((3, 4, 5), 6). Then we consider the transposition σ = (1, 3) in S6 and
in S9 and observe the action of this element on the nested set.
Let us first consider σ ∈ S6. We obtain:
(1, 2)((3, 4, 5), 6) 7→ (3, 2)((1, 4, 5), 6).
Let us now consider σ in S9. The partition associated to (1, 2, )((3, 4, 5), 6)
is {1, 2}, {3, 4, 5}, {8, 6}, {7, 9}. The action of σ on the partition is the fol-
lowing:
{1, 2}, {3, 4, 5}, {8, 6}, {7, 9} → {3, 2}, {1, 4, 5}, {8, 6}, {7, 9}
The partition we obtained corresponds to ((1, 4, 5), ((3, 2), 6)).
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3.3 The correspondence between a list and a
graph for root systems of type Bn
Let us now focus on the Bn case.
In this case we have two different types of De Concini and Procesi irre-
ducible subspaces:
• the subspaces whose orthogonal is of the form ±xi1 = . . . = ±xik . Such
a space is called weak subspace, and can be represented by the signed
set {±i1,±i2, ...,±ik};
• subspaces whose orthogonal is of the form xi1 = . . . = xit = 0. Such
subspaces are called strong subspaces (see [30]) and can be repre-
sented by the set {0, i1, ..., it}.
Definition 3.7. We denote by CYFBn the union of the nestohedra⋃
σ∈WBn
σPFBnfund
A face of one of the nestohedra σPFBnfund can be represented by a paren-
thesization of a signed list of numbers whose first number is 0, as it is illus-
trated by the following example.
Example 23. Let us consider the following parenthesization in the case B5:
((0, 5)((1,−2), (3,−4)))
that corresponds to the face (in the chamber made by the vectors (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5)
with 0 < x5 < x1 < −x2 < x3 < −x4) whose associated nested set is given
by the subspaces whose orthogonals have equations: x1 = −x2, x3 = −x4,
x1 = −x2 = x3 = −x4, x5 = 0.
In analogy with the An−1 case we denote by S2((0,±a1,±a2, . . . ,±an), k)
a parenthesization of the list (0,±a1,±a2, . . . ,±an) that contains k pairs of
parentheses (including the big one) and such that every pair of parentheses
contains at least 2 numbers. Furthermore, we denote byOS2((0,±a1,±a2, . . . ,±an), k)
the set:
OS2((0,±a1,±a2, . . . ,±an), k) =
⋃
σ∈Sn
S2((0,±aσ(1),±aσ(2), . . . ,±aσ(n)), k).
According to the above example, the elements ofOS2((0,±a1,±a2, . . . ,±an), k)
parametrize the k − 1 codimensional faces of the face poset of CYFBn .
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We want to show a bijective correspondence between the (k−1)-codimensional
faces of CYFBn and certain signed internally ordered partitions of the set{0, 1, ..., n, ..., n + k} into k parts. This generalizes in a sense the bijective
correspondence shown in the An−1 case (Theorem 3.6).
Let us describe the signed partitions of {0, 1, ..., n, ..., n + k} involved in
this bijective correspondence (we will call them valid signed partitions).
They have the following properties:
• every part has cardinality greater then or equal to 2;
• every part is an internally ordered signed set {±a1, ...,±ak} with the
condition that the greatest number among a1, ..., ak has the + sign (we
adopt as above the convention that 0 > n+ k > · · · > 1).
We start by putting on the signed subsets of {0, ..., n} a partial ordering.
We recall the following definition, given by Erdo¨s and Sze´kely in [14]:
Definition 3.8. Let X be an ordered set. The antilexicographic order
on the power set of X is defined as follows:
A <AL B ⇔ max{(A \B) ∪ (B \ A)} ∈ B
The antilexicographic ordering induces a partial ordering on the signed
subsets of {0, ..., n}: we use the convention that 0 > n, ∀n ∈ N and, when
we compare two signed sets, we ?forget” the signs. If, after forgetting the
signs, two signed sets become equal, they are not comparable.
Let us make an example to explain this relation.
Example 24. Let us take the set {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and the following signed
subsets: {1, 5}, {−2, 3}, {4, 0}. Using the order defined in 3.8 we can order
them: {−2, 3} < {1, 5} < {4, 0} (remember that 0 is the biggest num-
ber in every set). If two sets are one included into the other, for example
{−3, 4}, {1, 2,−3, 4}, we have that {−3, 4} < {1, 2,−3, 4}.
Theorem 3.9. There is a bijection between the set of (k−1)- codimensional
faces of the face poset of CYFBn and the set of all the valid signed partitions
of {0, 1, ..., n, ..., n+ k} into k parts.
Proof. This proof is very similar to the one of Theorem 3.6. We first associate
a signed tree to a face (i.e., to an element of S2((0,±a1,±a2, . . . ,±an), k)),
and then we ‘read’ the partitions looking at the (signed) numbers covered by
the internal vertices of the tree.
In the first step, i.e. when we create the tree, we use the partial ordering
described in this section and we rearrange signs in order to obtain a valid
signed partition (see Figure 3.9 end Example 25).
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Example 25. Let us consider B7 and the signed list (((1,−2), (3, 4)), (5,
(6,−7, 0))). This is not expressed in the valid form, so we have to change
signs inside (1,−2) and put a minus outside of this pair of parentheses. It
becomes: ((−(−1, 2), (3, 4)), (5, (6,−7, 0))). Now we can draw the rooted
labelled tree associated to this nested set (Figure 3.9).
-1 2 3 4 5 6 -7 0
-8 9
10
11
12
13
Figure 3.9: Labelled rooted tree associated with the signed list in Example
25. In purple the labels of the nodes we added to create the tree.
If we consider the internal nodes of the tree and read the leaves that they
cover, we obtain the signed valid partition {−1, 2}, {3, 4}, {−8, 9}, {6,−7, 0},
{5, 11}, {10, 12}.
Remark 27. As an easy corollary of Theorem 3.9 we observe that the associ-
ahedron CYFBn is made by 2
nn! Stasheff associahedra of dimension n− 1.
3.4 Counting s-codimensional faces of the as-
sociahedra
We are going to show how it is possible to obtain, starting from the results
of Section 3.2, a generating formula that counts the faces of the Stasheff
associahedron. We remark that a closed formula for these numbers dates
back to Cayley’s paper [6] and we already used it in Section 2.5. We also
notice that these numbers give rise to the sequence A033282 of ?The On-Line
Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences” (www.oeis.org).
The following series encodes all the information about the f -vectors of
the Stasheff associahedra:
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Definition 3.10.
Φ(z, t) =
∑
n≥2
∑
T
zs(T )
tn+s(T )−1
(n+ s(T )− 1)! (3.1)
where T ranges over all the possible trees with n leaves and s(T ) is the
number of internal vertices in T .
We observe that we can write
Φ(z, t) =
∑
n≥2,1≤s≤n−1
Cn,s
(n+ s− 1)!z
stn+s−1
where Cn,s is the number of (s− 1)-codimensional faces of CYFAn−1 .
Theorem 3.11. Let
ez
t2
1−t − 1 =
∑
n≥2,1≤s≤n−1
En,sz
stn+s−1
Then we have Φ(z, t) = ez
t2
1−t − 1, that is to say
En,s =
Cn,s
(n+ s− 1)! . (3.2)
Proof. As we know from Section 3.2, counting s − 1-codimensional faces of
CYFAn−1 is the same as counting the number of internally ordered partitions
of {1, ...., n+ s− 1} into s parts. We can obtain a part whose cardinality is
c in (
n+ s− 1
c
)
c!ztc
ways. Now we have n + s − 1 − c elements left and we can obtain a part
whose cardinality is d in (
n+ s− 1− c
d
)
d!ztd
ways, and so on. We observe that if we have i parts with d elements, we have
to divide for i!. Now, we can count how many parts with cardinality d we
have, with d = 2, 3, . . . , n. If they are i, we have:
(ztd)i
i!
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this gives the series:
ezt
2
ezt
3
ezt
4
. . . = ez(t
2+t3+t4+...) − 1 = ez t
2
1−t − 1
which is the one we were looking for.
Remark 28. The numbers Cn,s count all the (s − 1)-codimensional faces of
CYFAn−1 . If we want to know the number of the (s− 1)-codimensional faces
of a single (n− 2)-dimensional associahedron, we have to divide Cn,s by n!.
Let us now see, as an example, the case A3.
Example 26. We have to find all the ways to have zatb, such that b−a = 3.
We look at the series we wrote in proof of Theorem 3.11 and we begin to
develop it:
(1 + zt2 +
z2t4
2
+
z3t6
6
+ . . . )(1 + zt3 +
z2t6
2
+ . . . )(1 + zt4 +
z2t8
2
+ . . . )
and we find out that:
•
zt4
that origins the 2-dimensional associahedra and we obtain that we have
C4,1 = 4! associahedra, which are one in each Weyl chamber;
•
zt2zt3 = z2t5
that origins the 1-codimensional facets, which in this case are the edges
of the associahedron. We find out that we have: C4,2 = 5! edges and, if
we divide for 4!, the number of Weyl chambers, we find out that each
associahedron has 5 edges;
•
z3t6
6
that origins the faces of dimension 0 and we have that: C4,3 =
1
6
z3t66! =
5! vertices and, if we divide for 4!, we find out that each associahedron
has 5 vertices.

Chapter 4
Wonderful models and Euler
characteristic
The aim of this last chapter is to give some information on two different
families of manifolds whose geometry, in some cases, is strictly connected
with the nestohedra we described in this thesis.
On one hand, we have the De Concini and Procesi wonderful models YG
([7], [8]), on the other hand, we have the spherical models CYG ([18]).
In Section 4.3 we will also show how the computations of the f -vectors
of the nestohedra can be used to compute the Euler characteristic of the De
Concini Procesi models associated with root systems.
4.1 The model YG
Let us take a central line arrangement A in an Euclidean space V and its
“dual”, that isA ⊥, i.e. the arrangement made by the hyperplanes orthogonal
to the subspaces contained in A . We can write A ⊥ as:
A ⊥ = {B⊥|B ∈ A } (4.1)
and we denote by CA the closure under the sum of A ⊥. We denote also with
M (A ⊥) the complement in V to A ⊥.
Now, if we call G a building set associated to A (in the sense of Definition
1.4), we can consider the following map:
i : P(M (A ⊥)) −→ K ′ = P(V )×
∏
D∈G−{V }
P(V/D⊥) (4.2)
with the inclusion in the first coordinate and the map from M (A ⊥) to
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P(V/D⊥) that is the restriction of the canonical projection (V − D⊥) →
P(V/D⊥).
We can recall, from [8], the definition of wonderful model (specialized to
the case of line arrangements):
Definition 4.1. If we take the closure in K ′ of the image of the map i, we
obtain the (real, compact) wonderful model YG.
De Concini and Procesi proved that the complement D of P(M (A )) in
YG is the union of smooth irreducible divisors DG indexed by the element
G ∈ G − {0}.
If we denote by pi the projection of YG onto the first component P(V ),
then DG can be characterized as the unique irreducible component of the
boundary such that pi(DG) = P(G⊥).
A full description of the boundary is provided by the following remark:
let us consider a collection T of subspaces in G containing V , then
DT =
⋂
A∈T −{V }
DA (4.3)
is nonempty if and only if T is G-nested (in the sense of Definition 1.5) and
DT is a smooth irreducible subvariety.
An important example of real De Concini-Procesi wonderful model is
provided by the model YFAn−1 , that is isomorphic to the real moduli space
M0,n+1 of stable genus 0 curves with n+ 1 points.
4.2 The model CYG
Now we are going to construct the spherical models CYG. These are manifolds
with corners; two examples (up to diffeomorphism) of these models already
appeared in this thesis, in Definitions 3.1 and 3.7, presented there as unions
of nestohedra.
We denote with S(V ) the (n−1)-dimensional unit sphere in the Euclidean
space V of dimension n. Let M̂ (A ⊥) = M (A ⊥) ∩ S(V ) and, for every
subspace A ⊂ V , let S(A) = A ∩ S(V ). Let G be a building set associated
to A that contains V and let us consider the compact manifold:
K = S(V )×
∏
A∈G−{V }
S(A). (4.4)
There is an open embedding φ : M̂ (A ⊥) −→ K which is obtained as a
composition of the section s : M̂ (A ⊥) 7→M (A ⊥), that is:
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s([p]) =
p
|p| ∈ S(V ) ∩M (A
⊥)
with the map
M (A ⊥) 7→ S(V )×
∏
A∈G
S(A)
that is well defined on each factor.
Definition 4.2. CYG is the closure in K of φ(M̂ (A ⊥)).
It turns out that CYG is a smooth manyfold with corners and it is a
differentiable model for M̂ (A ⊥). In fact, if we denote by cpi the projection
onto the first component S(V ), then cpi is surjective and it is an isomorphism
on the preimage of M̂ (A ⊥). There is a bijective correspondence between
the (closures of) codimension 1 strata in the boundary of CYG (that are not
connected), and the elements of G − {V }.
Let us precise this relation. If A ∈ G − {V }, then its associated bound-
ary component is CDA, that can be characterized as the (not connected)
component of the boundary such that cpi(CDA) = S(A⊥).
Theorem 4.3. Let T be a subset of G which includes V , then
CDT =
⋂
B∈T −{V }
CDB (4.5)
is not empty if and only if T is G-nested.
Remark 29. When G is the building set associated to the root arrangement
A , we notice that CYG has as many connected components as the number
of chambers of M (A ⊥). As noticed in [18] and [19], these connected com-
ponents are diffeomorphic to nestohedra, and the construction of nestohedra
described in this thesis provides a realization of CYG as union of polytopes.
In particular, it turns out that the union of polytopes described in Definitions
3.1 and 3.7 are realizations respectively of CYFAn−1 and CYFBn (so that our
notation is coherent).
We know from [18] that there is a surjective map F : CYG → YG. Let us
recall the definition of F . We observe that by definition CYG is embedded
in K and YG is embedded in K ′. Now, for any A ∈ G, we can consider the
natural isomorphism between A and V/A⊥ provided by the projection. As
a consequence of it, there is a map F : K → K ′ whose restriction to each
factor S(A) is the 2 7→ 1 projection S(A) 7→ P(V/A⊥) and on the first factor
it is the projection S(V ) 7→ P(V ).
Now we can give the following theorem from [18]:
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Theorem 4.4. If we restrict F ′ to CYG, we obtain a surjective map
F : CYG −→ YG. (4.6)
Let S be a G-nested set which contains V . Then F , restricted to the
internal points of CDS , is a 2|S |-sheeted covering of the open part of the
boundary component DS in YA .
Example 27. If we take, as an example of building set, the minimal building
set for the root system An, we have that the connected components of CYG
inside the Weyl chambers are Stasheff’s associahedra, while, if we take the
maximal building set, they are permutohedra.
4.3 The Euler characteristic of the models
YFAn−1
As an important consequence of Theorem 4.4 we observe that, if we equip
CYG with the CW structure provided by the connected components of the
open boundary strata, then YG, with the structure given by the images via
F of these components, is a CW complex and F is a map of CW complexes.
Let us now focus on the case of the minimal building set associated to
the root system An−1. The observation above allows us to give a formula for
the generating series of the Euler characteristic of the varieties YFAn−1 . A
compact formula for the Euler characteristic is well known (see for instance
[10]), but we think that the method we use to compute our generating series
is interesting since it could lead to generalizations to the case of other root
systems.
We start from the series Φ(z, t) = ez
t2
1−t −1, described in Section 3.4, that
counts the facets of CYFAn−1 . We have to modify Φ(z, t) in order to count
(with signs) the cells of the CW complex of YFAn−1 obtained via the map F .
We have that
χ(YFAn−1 ) =
∑
s
(−1)n−s−1Cn,s
2s
where Cn,s is, as in Section 3.4, the number of (s− 1)-codimensional faces of
CYFAn−1 .
Now we consider the relation expressed in Theorem 3.11, i.e.:
En,s =
Cn,s
(n+ s− 1)! .
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Let us consider the series Φ( z
2
, t). We obtain:
Φ
(z
2
, t
)
=
∑
n,s
(−1)n+s−1 Cn,sz
stn+s−1
2s(n+ s− 1)!
Now we consider −t instead of t and we obtain:
Φ
(z
2
,−t
)
=
∑
n,s
(−1)n+s−1 Cn,sz
stn+s−1
2s(n+ s− 1)! .
We notice that n− s− 1 and n+ s− 1 have the same pairing.
The last thing we have to do is to read z as ∂
∂t
. We obtain in this way a
new series Ψ(t):
Ψ(t) =
∑
n,s
(−1)n+s−1 Cn,st
n−1
2s(n− 1)! (4.7)
If we consider the coefficient of tn−1, we have that it is equal to the Euler
characteristic of YFAn−1 divided by (n− 1)!.
Therefore we have that:
Ψ(t) =
∑
n≥2
χ(YFAn−1 )
(n− 1)! t
n−1 (4.8)
We can summarize these remarks in the following theorem:
Theorem 4.5. The series
Ψ(t) =
∑
n≥2
χ(YFAn−1 )
(n− 1)! t
n−1
can be obtained by computing the series Φ( z
2
,−t) = e z2 t
2
1+t − 1 and then by
evaluating z as ∂
∂t
.
To make this easier to understand, let us make an example.
Example 28. We recall, from Example 26, that, for the case A3, we found
• 4! facets of codimension 0;
• 5! facets of codimension 1;
• 5! facets of codimension 2
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and we obtain the Euler characteristic that is:
4!
2
− 5!
4
+
5!
8
= 12− 30 + 15 = −3.
On the other hand, we obtained from the series:
• zt4 facets of codimension 0;
• zt2 · zt3 facets of codimension 1;
• z3t6
6
facets of codimension 2
and we have that:
• Φ( z
2
,−t) = z
2
t4;
• Φ( z
2
,−t) = − z2
4
t5;
• Φ( z
2
,−t) = z3
6·8t
6.
To conclude, we compute Ψ(t) and we obtain:
• 4
2
t3 = 2;
• −20t3
4
= −5;
• 120t3
6·8 =
5
2
.
Then we have:
χ(YA3)
6
= 2− 5 + 5
2
that is:
χ(YAn−1) = 6(2− 5 +
5
2
) = 12− 30 + 15 = −3.
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Appendix A
Drawing permutonestohedra
using Polymake
To draw the 3D pictures we used Polymake [22], which is a software created
by a team of the “Technische Universita¨t Berlin” and available on the follow-
ing website: http://www.polymake.org/doku.php, where it is also available a
tutorial to learn how to use it. We needed the function that computes the
convex hull of defining hyperplanes.
To do that, Polymake needs a vector of elements which describes the
hyperplane, for example, if our hyperplane is ax1 + bx2 + cx3 ≥ d, the vector
we have to write is [−d, a, b, c].
Since in the construction of permutonestohedra there are many defining
hyperplanes and it could by very long and difficult to insert each inequality
copying it from a piece of paper, we created few lines of C code and used
them to write the sequence of instructions we had to give to Polymake.
We describe here the code.
First of all, we need a four-elements vector of type int and two other
integer variables:
1 #include <stdio.h>
2 #include <stdlib.h>
3
4 int main(int argc , const char * argv [])
5 {
6
7 int a[4];
8 int i,h;
Then we have to take as input one of the inequalities, for example the
one which describes HV , and memorize it. Since the type we chose is int, we
can’t insert floats, as for example fractions. We have then to transform the
values into integers and insert those numbers.
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1 printf("Write the coefficients of the equation and separate them with
’,’:");
2 scanf("%d,%d,%d,%d",&a[0],&a[1],&a[2],&a[3]);
Now we can have three different cases:
• the three numbers are equal, then we don’t have to permute them. We
have only to change the signs and we have only 8 inequalities:
1 if(a[1] == a[2] && a[2] == a[3])
2 {
3 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],a[2],a[3]);
4 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],a[2],-a[3]);
5 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],-a[2],a[3]);
6 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],-a[2],-a[3]);
7 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],a[2],a[3]);
8 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],-a[2],a[3]);
9 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],a[2],-a[3]);
10 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],-a[2],-a[3]);
11 }
• We have that two of the integers inserted are equal and the other is
not equal. Then we have to find the one which is different and change
its position. This time we have 24 inequalities:
1 if(a[1] == a[2] || a[2] == a[3] || a[1] == a[3])
2 {
3 if(a[1] == a[2])
4 {
5 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],a[2],a[3]);
6 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],a[2],a[3]);
7 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],-a[2],a[3]);
8 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],-a[2],a[3]);
9 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],a[2],-a[3]);
10 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],a[2],-a[3]);
11 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],-a[2],-a[3]);
12 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],-a[2],-a[3]);
13
14 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],a[3],a[2]);
15 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],a[3],a[2]);
16 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],-a[3],a[2]);
17 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],-a[3],a[2]);
18 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],a[3],-a[2]);
19 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],a[3],-a[2]);
20 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],-a[3],-a[2]);
21 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],-a[3],-a[2]);
22
23 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[3],a[1],a[2]);
24 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[3],a[1],a[2]);
25 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[3],-a[1],a[2]);
26 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[3],-a[1],a[2]);
27 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[3],a[1],-a[2]);
28 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[3],a[1],-a[2]);
29 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[3],-a[1],-a[2]);
30 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[3],-a[1],-a[2]);
31 }
32 else
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34 if(a[1] == a[3])
35 {
36 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],a[2],a[3]);
37 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],a[2],a[3]);
38 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],-a[2],a[3]);
39 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],-a[2],a[3]);
40 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],a[2],-a[3]);
41 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],a[2],-a[3]);
42 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],-a[2],-a[3]);
43 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],-a[2],-a[3]);
44
45 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],a[3],a[2]);
46 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],a[3],a[2]);
47 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],-a[3],a[2]);
48 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],-a[3],a[2]);
49 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],a[3],-a[2]);
50 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],a[3],-a[2]);
51 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],-a[3],-a[2]);
52 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],-a[3],-a[2]);
53
54 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[2],a[1],a[3]);
55 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[2],a[1],a[3]);
56 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[2],-a[1],a[3]);
57 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[2],-a[1],a[3]);
58 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[2],a[1],-a[3]);
59 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[2],a[1],-a[3]);
60 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[2],-a[1],-a[3]);
61 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[2],-a[1],-a[3]);
62 }
63 else
64 {
65 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],a[2],a[3]);
66 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],a[2],a[3]);
67 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],-a[2],a[3]);
68 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],-a[2],a[3]);
69 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],a[2],-a[3]);
70 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],a[2],-a[3]);
71 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],-a[2],-a[3]);
72 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],-a[2],-a[3]);
73
74 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[2],a[1],a[3]);
75 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[2],a[1],a[3]);
76 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[2],-a[1],a[3]);
77 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[2],-a[1],a[3]);
78 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[2],a[1],-a[3]);
79 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[2],a[1],-a[3]);
80 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[2],-a[1],-a[3]);
81 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[2],-a[1],-a[3]);
82
83 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[3],a[2],a[1]);
84 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[3],a[2],a[1]);
85 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[3],-a[2],a[1]);
86 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[3],-a[2],a[1]);
87 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[3],a[2],-a[1]);
88 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[3],a[2],-a[1]);
89 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[3],-a[2],-a[1]);
90 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[3],-a[2],-a[1]);
91 }
92 }
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• The integers are all different, then we have to fix one of them and
permute the other two. This is made with a cycle and creates 48
different inequalities:
1 for(i = 1 ; i <= 3 ; i++)
2 {
3 h = a[i];
4 a[i] = a[1];
5 a[1] = h;
6
7 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],a[2],a[3]);
8 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],a[2],a[3]);
9 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],-a[2],a[3]);
10 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],a[2],-a[3]);
11 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],-a[2],-a[3]);
12 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],a[2],-a[3])
13 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],-a[2],a[3]);
14 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],-a[2],-a[3]);
15
16 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],",a[0],a[1],a[3],a[2]);
17 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],a[3],a[2]);
18 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],-a[3],a[2]);
19 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],a[3],-a[2]);
20 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],-a[3],-a[2]);
21 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],a[3],-a[2]);
22 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],-a[3],a[2]);
23 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],-a[3],-a[2]);
24 }
Remark 30. This code creates the equation for the permutonestohedra of
type B3, C3 and A1 × A1 × A1. For the case B2 × A1 is necessary to do
some little changes to the algorithm because it permutes only the roots that
belong to the root subsystem B2 and the third root only changes the sign.
We show here the code for this case. We notice that in this case we have less
different cases for the “if” construction.
1
2 if(a[1]==a[2])
3 {
4 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],a[2],a[3]);
5 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],-a[2],a[3]);
6 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],a[2],-a[3]);
7 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],-a[2],-a[3]);
8 }
9 else
10 {
11 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],a[2],a[3]);
12 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[2],a[1],a[3]);
13 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],a[2],a[3]);
14 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[2],a[1],a[3]);
15 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],-a[1],a[3]);
16 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[2],-a[1],a[3]);
17 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],-a[2],a[3]);
18 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[2],-a[1],a[3]);
19
20 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],a[2],-a[3]);
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21 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[2],a[1],-a[3]);
22 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[2],a[1],-a[3]);
23 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],a[2],-a[3]);
24 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[1],-a[2],-a[3]);
25 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],a[2],-a[1],-a[3]);
26 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[1],-a[2],-a[3]);
27 printf("[%d,%d,%d,%d],", a[0],-a[2],-a[1],-a[3]);
28
29 }

Appendix B
Permutonestohedra and 3D
printing
We wanted to realize a 3D model for some permutonestohedra. Nowadays it is
easy to find a 3D printer and someone who can help you using it. We asked to
WASP (website: http://www.wasproject.it/w/ ), which is a company in Massa
Lombarda (RA), that constructs two different types of 3D printers. They can
print with several materials, such for example plastic, clay or chocolate. The
one we used was PLA (polylactic acid), a biodegradable polymer.
Polymake allows you to export images as STL files, that are the one you
can modify to create a GCODE file which is the one 3D printers use. Then
the object you want to print is divided into horizontal thin slices (layers)
and the material you chose to use pours slowly out of an extruder to create
step by step the 3D images you want.
We decided to start with the case B3 max (see Example 2.4.2). We took
its file STL and we began to modify it. It is possible to decide the thickness
of the facets and how much you want to fill the object. We decided to try
with a thickness of 0.4 mm and to fill the permutonestohedron with a grid,
as it is shown in Figure B.1, that had to help it not to collapse.
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Figure B.1: A picture of the grid created inside the permutonestohedron of
type B3 max to help it not to collapse.
Then we tried to print it for the first time. We used a 3D printer as the
one in Figure B.2 and we had to fix the permutonestohedron on it with hair
spray to reduce vibrations and to increase precision.
Figure B.2: The first 3D printer we used was of this kind (picture from
http://www.wasproject.it).
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We were printing on one of the facets obtained cutting with one of the
images of the hyperplane H〈β2,β3〉 and it didn’t work because the facet was too
small and, after few minutes of printing, the polytope collapsed. It collapsed
also because PLA is extruded at a temperature of 175◦ and it did not have
enough time to cool down (see Figure B.3).
Figure B.3: A picture of the collapsed permutonestohedron. It couldn’t even
start to grow because it didn’t cool down and this was one of the reasons for
its collapse.
We decided to try to print it on one of the octagonal facet, obtained
by cutting with one of the images of the hyperplane H〈β1,β3〉. These are
the largest facets of this kind of permutonestohedron and we also have the
advantage that from this facet our polytope is still very symmetric. We
thought that this had to work.
To increase the surface of the base, we decided to use brim. Brim is a
larger version of the first layer that increases the bottom surface of the print,
allowing it to stick better.
We had to do a lot of experiments, changing thickness and speed of the
printer and we also tried to change the 3D printer model and used the one
in Figure B.4 that is more stable.
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(a) (b)
Figure B.4: (a), a picture of the second 3D printer we used; (b), the 3D
printer trying to print the permutonestohedron B3 max.
Using this kind of 3D printer we could realize our permutonestohedron
which looks quite perfect with an exception for the facet we used as a base.
It took 12 hours to realize it (see Figure B.5). At the end, the facet thickness
we used is of 0.5 mm.
Figure B.5: Two pictures of the realization of the permutonestohedron of
type B3 max.
Then we tried with the permutonestohedron of type B2 × A1 max, (see
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Example 2.4.4), which seamed easier to print because it has large facets that
can be used as a base. We printed it using the printer in Figure B.4 and used
a very large grid inside it.
After 2 hours and 30 minutes of work, we discovered that there was a
different problem: this time the top of the polytope was open because the
grid was to large and the layers didn’t have the support they needed to close
the polytope.
We tried to change the thickness of the facets, but it had the same problem
(see Figure B.6).
Figure B.6: Two pictures of the realization of the “open” permutonestohe-
dron B2 ×A1 max.
In the end, we changed the dimension of the grid and this smaller one
worked. We obtained our permutonestohedron (Figure B.7), whose facets
are 0.4 mm thick. It took 3 hours to realize it.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure B.7: Some pictures of the realization of the permutonestohedron B2×
A1 max. In (c) and (d) it’s shown its internal structure.
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We decided to use the one that had the top open in another way. We put
a led inside it and realized the lamp in Figure B.8.
Figure B.8: A lamp obtained putting a led inside the permutonestohedron
of type B2 ×A1 max that wasn’t close on the top.
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